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(PREC IS REPORT) 
OBJECT 
The object of the studies conductee. under thiE:i pro,jeot was to 
investigate, examine nnd explain the use of some of the predetermined 
motion time systems that have evolved during the past fifteen years. 
Particular attention was to be paid to two systems, Work-Wactor and 
Method~-Time Measurement, which have achieved considerable industrial 
application. The time values assigned to the basic arm motions in 
the ·two systems were to be compared in a search for the~ basic 
times for human motions. If the values were different, practical 
reseRrch was to be made into the short motion times of Methods-Time 
Measurement, some of which were known to be extrapolated :rnd tentative• 
Four systems of predetermined basic motion times are considered, 
. Holmes', Engstrom' s, Work-Fnctor and· Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) • . 
The basic and applicntion principles of each system nre briefly discussed, 
and a number of small operations analyzed in detail. The analyses are 
ccmpnred end discussed for accuracy ond reproducibility. 
The Work-Fnotor· arrl IvITM times for basic arm motions are analyzed 
in detElil 1 to see if the base time is oonunon to botl~." Curves are plotted 
for different groups of arm motions, depending on the initial and final 
conditions of the motion. The arm motions nre reanalyzed, to.king into 
account the true measurement of the motion path; the effect of weight 
is also considered. 
In order to check some short motion times in the MTM system, and 
also to establish finn values for others, a series of films on industrial 
operations were taken. These were analyzed frame by frane until a large 
quantity of data was established, giving levelled times at various 
distances for some of the basio hand motions. These values ere examined 
stetistioally and graphically, and the Logarithmic Theory of short 
motions is developed. 
SUMMARY OF OONCLUSIONS 
1. Holmes' system~ evolved in the laboratory, is complex to apply, 
often requiring micromotion study. His treatment of "Eye and 
Sense" motions is of considerable interest but the basio movement 
theory is inoorrect. 
·t 
2. Engstrom's system permits rapid setting of standards on certain 
types of work. It is highly limited in its applic~~ion and is 
standard dota rather than basic data. 
3.· Both Work-Factor and MT.M hove achieved considerable industrial use ... 
and were established on industrial operations. They give a simple 
language for disoussion, a preoise definition of the method and 
closely comparing standards. Analysts nn.ist be\properly trained. 
-3-
4. The activity level of a Work-Factor standard is about 25% higher 
than the corresponding MTM value. 
5. The Work~Faotor arm times, using linear distance, include body 
assistance ond ere incorrect where this does not occur. The MTM 
measurement of actual ore is considered superior. 
6. There ore definite differences in the effect of weight on bosic 
~rmmovanent times between Work-Factor and MTl~ systems. 
7. The basic arm movement times allowed by Work-Factor and MTM agree 
very closely for distances over four inches, excluding conditions 
covered by conclusions 5 and 6. 
B. Certain revisions are required in the MTM system on the levelled 
times for short Reaches ond Moves. For distances between i" and 
3i", the time is given by the Logarithmic Theory equation 
T ::: a • Db where T ::: Time, TMU 
D = Diston.Je, inches 
e,,b =Constants. 
9. For basio motions without full control, the constant 'a' hes a. 
value of 2.6 TMU/in.; this value becomes 2.3 TMJ/in. if the hand 
is in motion ot beginning or end o~ the movement. The constant 
'b' has values between o.6 and o.8, and decreases as the required 
control becomes less. 
- 4 .. 
10. The minimum motion time is 1.8 TMU, becoming 1.5 T.MU if the hand 
:J.s in motion at beginning or end of the movement. 
11. J1'vidence suggests a further basic MTM motion ttMove with Control'', 




The industrial use of predeterrnined motion times is growing daily. 
Many claims,, both for and against,, have been ma.de by all concerned from 
top management to union leadara and shop stewnrds; some of them have 
been wild mia-statenents, others have produced sound,, critical analyses. 
The moving forces which have engendered and nurtured the various systems 
oan be briefly summarized under two headings: 
(a) 
(b) 
The Soaroh for Better Methods 
(i) Methods in advance of prpduotion. 
(ii) Methods correction and improv em en t. 
(iii) Methoc1s cornporis on ~na evaluation. 
(iv) Methods c.efini tion ond control. 
The Senrch for Better Stnndnrds 
(i) Standards in advance of production. 
(ii) Standards for plnnt, company, or even industry-wide use. 
(iii) Precise standard data and fornn.ilae. 
(iv) Standara.s set without stop watch or rating. 
(v) Stnndards permitting more objootive discussion. 
Each of these aspects hns played its part in bringing about the 
development of so~e predetern1inedmttion ti~e system; and the final scope 
of that system has depended on its versatility, simplicity and accuracy, 
as well as how closely it has helped in the search for better methods 
and st f!ndard s. 
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PART I 
GENERAL COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 
HISTORIC.AL BACKGROUND 
General 
The need for standard data, and of the rnost refined form known as 
predetermined motion times, was first expressed by Freder,ick Taylor 
himself. The ind us trial engineer was endeavouring to eliminate wasted 
time and inefficient methods on the plant scale; and yet, when 
considered on a national scale, the srune element wns being studied and 
timed ovf:!r and over again in plants throughout the country. The 
engineer was thus practising the precise antithesis of hi~ purpose. 
Taylor thought thot a time value could be given to each indu~trinl 
operation, and thnt each value, with its meth0ds description, should be 
oentrolly filed. The final result wos to be a dictionary of standnrd 
times for all operntions which any qualified person could apply without 
using a stop wntoh. The idea was fundamentally s0LU1d, but would have 
involved a library rather than a dictionary due to the macroscopic time 
elements. 
Gilbreth gave part of the answer to the problem by proposing the 
use of therbligs, which he considered to be basic elements of n1otion. 
Some attempt was made to establish corresponding time values but it met 
- 7 -
with little success, for the elements were not truly bnsic. Within 
themselves, ·they contained a number of even more bnsic motions 011d the 
range of each element, though greatly reduced from Toylor's original 
oonoept > was still unwieldly for practical use. 
The first fundamental syste:n in this field wos developed by 
A.B. Segur who made the initial installation as for back us 1912. The 
system achieved considerable popularity dur::.ng the 1920's nnd 1930's, 
especially in the tyre and rubber industries where it was used to set 
standards and ccmpare methods. It was during this time, in 1927, that 
the fundamental principle of prede.t.ermined basic motion times was first 
detailed. Se@1r, in nn article ( 11) entitled '.'Labour Costs at the 
Lowest Figures", said: "Within prnotionl limits, the time required for 
all experts to perform true fundamP.ntal motions is a oonstont." 
Segur's srstem, though still used in a number of plants, has never 
been published, so no informatio~ or detail is available and further 
oonnnent is impossible. However, a number of mnjor companies and 
several finus of industrial consultants have developed their own systems 
of prec1etermined motion times since then. Men like lblmes, Engstrom 
and Olsen, (19,20),groups like Work-Faotor1 Methods-Time Measurement 
and Besio-Motion-Times, have enoh contributed to the knowledge in the 
field; and it is proposed to consider some of these systems for whioh 
suffioien·h infol.1rnatio11')•hli\s ~been made available. 
- 8 -
Holmes System 
The first constructive table of basic motion times was published 
in "Applied_ Time and Motion Study" by W.G. Holmes in 1938 (1 ). In 
the prefnce, he stated "For n considerable period of time, perhaps 
some 10 to 15 years, time study engineers have discussed the 
possibility of determining time values for body member movements and 
nerve reactions. So far as the author is aware, such values, although 
they may have been f mnd and used, hitherto have never been put into 
any organized form and published• In this book, the author• s 
determinations appear and are the first published values of these 
fundamentals. Each vqlue in this table was determined from a thousand 
or more creditoble observations made by the author, and had been used 
in practice to a sufficient extent to establish its oreditnbili ty." 
Some interest was r...roused following publication of' the book, end 
the table Vi'as reprinted in a number of handbooks ( 8). However 1 the 
aystemwns cumbersome and difficult to apply, even though its onalysis 
wna extremely detailed nnd refined, with the result that few people, 
then or now,, have used the system to any advantage. The original work 
was done at the Timken-Detroit Axle Company, where Holmes was Thne · 
Study Engineer. 
The system was developed by Harold Engstrom and his ossocintes 
- 9 -
while he wo s Motion Study Supervisor at the Bridgeport PJ.e,.nt of the 
General Electric Company. It was first used for the est;i.motion of 
labour costs on new products, but was later used to estabiish time 
·; 
standards, both in the original plants rmd in others. The first 
refer;ence to the work appeared as a reprint in e. book by Rolph Barnes (33); 
reference was also made in an article by H.C. Geppinger (15). During 
the following years the data was expanded to cover suoh work as turret 
lathes, sensitive drills, soldering and general light machine assembly 
work (34). However, its use is still limited as it depends on certain 
special charnoteristics of the work, and it has not created very great 
interest. 
Work Factor 
Work-Factor had its origin at the Watsontown, Pa., plant of the 
Philco Radio Corporation in 1934. A group of time study engineers, 
headed by J.H. Quick, initiated the development of a system which would 
eliminate the necessity for human judgnient in rating operators when 
taking studies and establishing standards. 
Films, stroboscopic cameras and even a special photo-electric timing 
device were used to establish the basic time values, and over three years 
were spent in accumulating data from both the shop floor and the 
laboratory. A further two years were spent in checking and simp~ifyjng 
the data before the system was first put :into general use in 1938, when 
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' it was applied at the R.O.A. Viator Division of Radio Oorporution of 
.America in Crunden, New Jersey. 
The system was first brought to the notice of the general industrial 
public in "May, 1945, when an article entitled "Motion-Time Standards" 
appeared in "Factory Management end Maintenance" ( 18), and aroused 
sufficient interest to result in the system being applied in other 
factories. In order to make the system available to all industri.esJ 
and to oonoentrate on its development and application, three of the 
original Work-Factor investigators formed the Work-Factor Company in 1946 (6). 
Since then, installations of the system have been made in a wide 
variety of plants. In-plant training has been given to seleote~ personnel, 
w!io have then~ continued and maintained the system. In o.ddi tion$ 
appreciation training in the Work-Fnctor system has been offered at 
several universities •. 
Methods-Time Measurement 
In contrast to Work-Factor, MTM originated as a methods analysis 
tool to develop the oorreot method before installation. Both systems 
:resulted in a complete set of pn:rletermined motion times, but their prime 
purposes were very different. The original re search on MTM was carried 
out at the Westinghouse Plant, Pittsburgh, Pa. 1 under the auspi11es of a 
\ 
consul ting company, the Methods Engineering Council (Mm). The purpose 
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was to set up fornulae and standard data on drillpress wo~k whioh could 
be used to compare the output of different methods. After consideroble 
oheokillg of the results, it was realized on December 8th, 1941, that a 
set of data had been obtained which not only applied to drillpress work 
but v;hioh a9peared to be a basic standard time system. By 19431 the 
fornulae were being tried out in a number of plants around Pittsburgh 
with excellent results. Some of the data had been further broken aown 
and it was found that it applied not only to drillpress work, but to any 
operation involving basic human motions. 
In 1948, the accumulated and refined aato was made public through 
the book "Methods-Time Measi.lrement" (5). The original work ha.a been 
expanded to include most of the basic motions, and hod reached n point 
for ahead of its original scope and concept. Articles in the technical 
press (22,26,27), evaluating and commenting on the system, gave it wider 
publicity and demands for trei.ining came frcm xr.any widely differing 
industries, including such companies as duPont, Remington nnd the Celanese 
Corporation of America. In June, 1949, MEO started regular programmes of 
instruction in Pittsburgh, though J. Schwab hod been teaching MflA: at 
Bridgepor.t Engineering Institute as early ns 1945 (26). 
With the continuing increase in interest, MEO decided to license 
other industrial consultant f:irms so that they also could sell and. use 
) 
MTM as a service. In addition, the system begon to spread abroad, 
\ 
Sweden and Australia receiving it first, and later Denmark, Canada, 
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Norwoy, Holland, and Great Britain by the end of 1951. 
By the middle of 1951 over half a doz~n different consulting 
finns were using lVfi'M as a oustomer ~ervice, and the systeiµ had been 
installed in severnl hundred plants, covering almost every as~ect of 
industry. In order to maintain the stnnderd of instruct~on and also 
to extend the basic research work even further, a numbe~. of oompnnies 
formed the MTM Association for Standards and Resenrch (31). This was 
a non-profit organisation with wide representation, and MT.M was no 
longer the private property of the originators but open and available to 
all interested. 
DET .. l\JL OF SYSTB1S 
Holmes did not trust films for his analysis 1 for he considered that 
no two cycles were exactly nlike either in nnvemcnt or in time vnlue. 
He considered thnt it was impossible to say from n film analysis if an 
operator's nervousness or inability onused the additional time, or even 
whether one element overlapped another; in addition, it was almost 
in1possible to obtain a work cycle without defective movements or sequences. 
This argument has a certain vnlidity when cons1dered in the light 
of the rating system. Regnrdless of the woy in which the data is 
obtained, it hos to be levelled before it onn be used. Under the pnoe 
- 13 -
rating system that wn s in use at the t :ime, the time study man made a 
flat rating on the operator. This rating is in terms of effects: 
the speed of the motions is compared with a mentnl concept of normal nnd, 
et .the acme t:ime, an assessment is made of the effectiveness of the 
method usedei The rating factor thus combines a judgment of both speed 
of motion and effectiveness of II16thod, and a downrating may be due to 
' either low effort or fwnbling and ineff eoti ve work resulting from poor 
method. Ir1 the latter case, the problem of obtaining bagdc m::ition 
times ~y film onalysis is quite acute. The rating fnctor, lowered 
due to, Etnd to compensate for, ineffective working, affects all the 
motions and will give a false result unless the ineffective working time 
is prorated thrcugh all the elements in the study - which would be 
almost impossible. In other words, to get a true result the rating 
system must be such that fUrnbling is neither included in the rating nor 
in the film analysis. 
This problem was quite simply ovoide.d by Holmes• His basic motion 
times were obtained by the regular repetition of the movement one 
thousand or more t5J:Ueo, The timing was done wi.th a. stop watch and 11 after 
the neqessary rating and fa.tigue corrections, the average time per basic 
motion distance was calculated. Additional data of a more approximate 
nature were obtained for eye motions, Dnd the speed of the nerve 
reaction was set at a flat rate of 30 ft.·per second, as determined by 
physiological studies on car drivers prorated over the various distances 
in the human body. 
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The Holmes system 0 Time of Movements Chart" is shown in Table 11, (p. 68). 
This chart gives the times for body member movements and also includes 
nerve reaction and mind decision times. Each motion is subdivided 
according to the type of movement, namely the joint and the direction 
about which the motion occurs. The analysis hos some similarity to 
the original Work-Foctor system; for exnmple, Grnsp is nn~lyzed as a 
series of Finger motions. However, it is more complex tqan any other 
system ond includes many movements which nre grouped together under 
broader headings in the others. 
The analysis is based, in genernl, upon therbligs, and the origin~l 
purpose of the enalysis was to give a check rating. To each therblig, 
obtained by micromotion study, a corresponding motion or set of motions 
could be ascribed, the total giving the normal time for th9 operation. 
By the judicious use and understanding of the eye, nerve 8nd decision 
tllnes, it was alS'J possible to account for the slower time· required b~ 
less experienced operators. The complete annlysis is ext~~mely 
cumbersome 1 os each ttoti vi ty requires the information, in ~epnrate 
columns, of: therblig, body member m:Jved, type of movement, distance, 
occurrence, -and hence the movement t:ime. 'Tb.is has to be done not only 
for the left and right hands, but also for the eye and sense cycle, even 
though the lotter is limited out by the former for norm.al, trained 
operators unless there is a specific inspection element. 
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The times for the body motions a:t"e basic, and do not include ony 
control factors of any type, neither has the effect of weight been 
oonsidcredo In 01-der to get the complete time for a motion, it is 
necessary to add in the terminal controlling factors whioh stop the body 
member a·t the correct place. 
.912eratiS!!, 
Pick up par'li 





Body Member Movement 
14" Angular Arm 
2" Hinge Finger 
2" Hinge Finger 
Thus, as each basic motion becomes more complex, the end conditions 
increase further, and moy even require mind decision nnd nerve renotion 
before being complete. 
In contrast to the other three·systems considered in this work, 
the Engstrom system did not establish times for 11basio" motions. Instead, 
the results were expressed in terms of the larger elements "Get" and 
"Plaoe", with variables depending on the original and final states of the 
object and the method of holding it. 
Extensive use we s made of films on industrial operations during the 
analysis, together with comparison by stop wa~oh studies. The film 
oyoles were broken down into "gets" 1 "plaoes0 , "uses" ona· "disposes" 
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from whioh the final charts were built up. These are shown briefly 
in Tnbles 2 and 3 (p. 69,70). Further detail, with ill'tstrntions, 
I 
oan be found in Barnes' "Motion and Time Studytt (2). Ttj.e times are 
for use on a standard workplace layout,, with parts being ~supplied from 
well-designed bins or hoppers, with a maximum working distance of 24" 
from the operator. Instead of giving times for each distance, a few 
repredentative distances are taken, usually 8" 1 12" and 24"; a small 
oorreotion factor is given, but is not recommended by the orig:inators 
of the system. 
In addition to the basic element times, Engstrom also developed 
values for such "process" operations os soldering, cementing, spinning, 
t 
power drivers and many others. Some of these values v ere also further 
divided into small, medium and larg9. The first values for all motions 
are included on the "Star:dnrd Times Computation Sheet", from which the 
standard for any operation which fits the rather narrow limits of the 
system can be computed. The process time values must be used with 
considerable care as they are necessarily only average times and large 
variations may be encountered on different jobs. 
Work-Factor 
This, the first really practical fundamental E:ystem of predetermined 
time data, took nearly ten yenrs to appear in public. Part of this time 
was spent on the originnl rese~roh, but more than half wos spent in 
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oheoking ond refining th3 data until it was ns correct as the aocurncy 
of the checking procedure. At the some time, howevei·, it had to be 
made into a usable system; one of the main dangers in nll forms of 
analysis of this type is to moke it so f'l.ll1damentally o.ccurnte that it 
loses any value for pro.otioal application. 
The original oonoept in the Work-Factor system was of a series of 
factors which would influence the times for the basic motions in 
identio~1 fashion. The rnajor variables of Body Member, Linear Distance 
between points, and Weight presented no problem; it was the fourth 
variable, that of Purpose or Difficulty of ihe motion, which complicated 
the problem. This variab~e could influence the motion at various 
stages - a·t the start, at the end, at some spedifio point or even over 
the whole path of the motion. Considerable research was pursued to 
isolnte the various controlling factors, with especial attention to 
their influence on the basic motions by the Finger, Ann, Forearm 
Swivel, Leg, ]1 oot and Truhk. From th:la wo~, four controlling 
factors on the time per motion distance were isolated, in O'.ldition to 
the original one of weight. These four factors were each oonside~ed 
to be equal to one degree of motion difficulty, and this degree was 
known as "One Work-Footor". 
1. Definite Stop - D 
An illustration of each is given below: 
Reach to part lying on bench so as 
to grasp it. 
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2. Directional Control - S Also known as Steer, ~s in bringing 
3. Onre - P 
,\.. Change Direoti on .. U 
a plug up to e hole before inserting 
f 
it. 
Care, or Precaution, for either t~ 
operntor or the part, as in putting 
down a fragile part. 
Abrupt, requiring mus9ular nnd mental 
control to get around en obstruction. 
The fifth influencing factor is Weight, and the influence 
increases with each increase in weight, in definite steps which vary 
according to the body member used and the sex of the operator. The 
complete data are shown on the "Work-Factor" Moving T:ir:e Tnble in 
Tables 4 and 5 (pp. 71,72). · 
To find the time fo~:- any one basic moticn 1 the body merriber and 
distance are first determined; then the various influencing factors -
Work-Factors - are picked out and ~dded toeether. From the data table, 
the correspondilig time according to member, distance end total factors 
is determined"; Special tables have nlso been developed up to 8 Work-
Factors fol:- use with heavy weigh ts, but these have not been mode 
available for general use as yet. However, extrnpolation from the 
existing figures ha.s been found to give satisfactory results. 
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Considerable attention wos given later to the nntiops of Grasp 
~ 
and .Align (Position). The motions are not basic in nature, since 
they consist of a series of very short finger ond arm motions, plus 
the appropriate control factors. In the initial application on short 
,eyole work, the Grasps and Aligns were broken down as required, and 
the time obtained; but, es the use of Work-Fact .)r grew, this method 
was found to be cumbersome and slow, as well as diffioul t in many coses. 
Howard Flicker, Production Superintendent of the Ideal Clamp 
Comp~y founc1 this diffioul ty an important factor in determining :f'nir 
standards by Work-Factor. The company carried out a series of 
experiments and concluded +hat, instead of looking for a formula 
connecting Grasp times and Finger Motions, it would be better to break 
down Grasp in various groups, with the appropriate time for each. The 
initial theory was based on the degree to which the part is confined 
i.e. depending on the nuniber of planes by which the part could be 
moved away, with a maxinrum of three for an object on a flat· surface. 
The results were published in "Factory Mllnagement and Maintenance"· (25 ). 
Further work was done by the Work-Factor Compo.ny and the u1 timate 
result wos the long, but simple to apply, table for "Complex Grasps 
from Rondom Piles". 
Alignment, with or without engagement of one object wit:ti another, 
is one of the most complex motions encountered industrially. One of 
the best answers to the problem lies in the "Work-Fa.otor" Assenhly Tables. 
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A series of motion frequenoies have been reduced to time values for 
various conditions. The target diameter, and the ratio of plug 
diameter to target diameter for open and closed target~, have been 
taken as the datum lines. To these volues appropriate :peroentnges 
nre added for the special conditions of distnnce between targets if 
motions are simultaneous, blind targets, ,')Ild the distanqe between the 
gripping point on the part and the point of alignment. : The resulting 
tables ore long, and the conditions are not easily expressed by symbols, 
but understanding and application are relatively simple. 
Work-Factor units (1 unit = .006 sec.) do not contoin nny 
allowances for fatigue, personal or unavoidable delays. The final 
cumulative time obtained by a Work-Factor analysis must be mul tipled 
by the appropriate allownnce to give a standard, to meet which "the 
e.i:·tJloyees are working at a premium level with better than average. skill 
and effort". .Aocoroing to Mr. Quiok, one 0f the origipators, . the 
time volued al_'e for base rntes in incentive programmes which hove a 
starting no;mal at 7r.f/o. ~ day rate shops, it is neoes~nry to include 
\ 
25% ~dditional time to compare with average, normal 100fo or whatever 
normal is employed. 
Thus, the level of activity as expressed by a Work-F~ctor stnndnrd 
is ob out the top of the normal industrial incentive ronge, which is 
near 25%. flt n meeting with Mr. Duncan, Work-Factor Company, he 
ogreed thnt a Work-Fnctor stnndard probably represented p 125% level of 
; 
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output when compared with MTM 100%1 which is based on thr Westinghouse 
system of rating. Information on the rating system used in the 
J 
original Work-Factor analysis is not ava~lable. 
Methods-T:iine Measurement 
Methor1s·--.Time Measurement (:MTM) is a. oomva.rative newcomer in the 
field of predetermined motion times and yet, in the spoce of a few 
years 1 it hns nrouscd more interest o.nd is being used more than any 
system previously available, It combines acouraoy with ease of 
application, instruction and explanation and appenrs to have given o 
simp:e language to the field of Work Study. The complete system ond 
its s:impl:t.fied form are shown in Tables 6 and 7 (pp, 73174-). 
In contrast to Wo'!."k-Factor times for Ann Motion, which use 
similar time increments for widely different influencing factors, M.TM 
developed times for separate groups of overall motions. Five classes 
of the Gilbreth element "Transport filnpty", rechristened "Reach", were 
isolated, with variable times ,depending on the end oondi tions. .Another 
five classes of "Transport Loac1ed", known as "Move" 1 were nlso analyzed, 
but these were later reduced to three after it wns found that some could 
be oombined with others. In all cases, the distance reooxtled was the 
actual motion path, not the linear distance betwee~ points. 
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Eight groups of basic motions were isolatea. in the original 
work:- Reach, Move, Tur.n, Apply Pressure, Grasp, Position, Release, 
Disengage and Body Motions. Later research wont has also produced 
time values for such motions as Eye Travel and Eye Focus, and Cranking. 
Some of these groups were truly ftmdamental motions - namely Reach, 
Move, Tum and Apply Pressure; but others were combinations of very 
small fundamental motions,, usually so small as to l!lElke separate 
analysis extremely difficult. SUoh a motion is found in Position, 
which actually can be broken into Aligns, Finger and Hand Moves and 
Reaches, Tums and Apply Pressures. 
In order, to make the fino.l dota easy to apply - whilst 
maintaining the required accuracy - some motions were broken down into 
broader groupings which included n range of possible values. There· 
are only eighteen types of Position to cover on actunl infinity of 
variations, but innumerable experimental applications have shown 
excellent results. 
While the original analysis films were being taken, the operations 
were roted by a number of experienced time study engineers using the 
Westinghouse rating system, which is also !mown as the "Skill and 
Effort" system. The levelled time developed from this, after addition 
of the. appropriate allowances, represents the t:iJne required "by on 
operator of average skill, working with average effort and under 
average conditions (3) ". This system of rating is widely used 
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throughout the United States; on indication of its meaning oo.n be 
judged from the feet that, based on 10o% standords 1 the average output 
in II8ny plants lies between 118% ancl 120fae This 100ft represents the 
Westinghouse average rating, end also is thcl standard obtained by 
cumulating the MTM times for the basic motions of the operation. 
Following the great public interest in the system, Pro~essor 
Kendall Ce White, Cornell University, undertook a research project into. 
the validity of the MTM values (32)o Starting completely anew in 
June 1949, he took films of industrial operations, having them rated 
et the same time, and then reamlyzing them for ·!ihe basio motion times. 
The final results in September, 19501 showed that the time values 
could be reproduced for the great mnjority of the basic motions within 
reasonable l:Units, and the agreement was nuch closer :where considerable 
data were available. Generally, values w.ere within 1~ and only in 
isolated instances did tliis go as high as 1 a;&. Differences were 
distributed very nearly uniformly between positive and negative, with 
a total check time of 2!}-52.6 as against 2459.2 from the existing MrM data. 
Similar checks have been carried out by the Singer Manuf'acturing 
Company, and their results are within 3-5% of the MTM figures. However 1 
it is to be noted that neither of these experiments questioned the 
validity of' the be.sic motion breakdown used by MrM. They only oonfinned 
that the speoif'ic time values assigned to the motions as defined by M.TM 
W'.3re. oorreot. 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS 
Each of the f cur systems of methods analysis tren ts the motions 
frcm c1iff'erent aspectso In spite of this, however, the ultimnte 
results are usually very similnr as long ns the system is capable of 
applicotion along the lines of the original analysis. No one system 
can claim to be tba absolute answer to the problems of basic human 
motions. At the best, the result is a statistical average; at the 
worst, the system does not apply to the olass of work under consideration. 
To give a brief picture of eaoh of the four systems under 
oonsiderntion, 1:he breakdown of a very short operation has been made. 
The operation consists of reachin~ to a pile of .flot-ended steel pins, 
2" long x ~" dia., picking up one pin nnd inserting in .;o on unohamfer.ed 
hole in a board so that the pin atcmds upright. The operation is 
considered to be on a oc.1tinuous bo.sis. 
The a1 alysis of the method is shown in Tnble 8 (p.75). The 
time uni ts used are those relevant to the system concerned. A oonden~ed 
form of the results is shown in Table 9, in whloh oll time units ho.ve 
been reduced to units of .0001 minutes. In nddition to this, the 
Work-Factor units hove been multiplied ·by 1.25 to give a comparable level 
of ootivity with the other three systems. 
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Table 9 
Pin insertion results 
' 
Totnl levelled time I 
(.0001 min.) oer element l Element desoript ion 
I M.T.M, W.F. Holmes Engst.ron I 
l :·, .... 1. Reach to pin 69 67 I 63 f1~-1 j 2. Select arrl grasp one pin 54 45' 51 
l 
I I 3. Move. pin to board 71 87 63 . I I) 
i 4. .Align pin and 108 I insert 97 90 11190 
! 5o / Release pin 10 10 17 I 
I 
l Total 301 299 ;02 300 
This eXEl.mple, short as it is, shows the close similarity in fhlal 
results, as well as the variations betwe-en short elements. This variation 
is due to differences in the concept of each basic motion by each system, 
and a series of oompensc.lting factors are built up between elements. 
The complete analysis of a normal industrial short-cycle operation 
is shown in Appendix I (pp.92-96). The operation is "Jt.Ssemble bolt and 
washers, two-handed method" and hos been analyzed by each system. The 
operator is seated in front of chute bins containing rubber,, steel and 
look washers. He in turn selects and slides two of each kind of wnsher 
along the bench and in to a small fixture which is flush with the 
benchtop. Finally, the operotbr picks up two bolts from an open bin, 
pushes eeoh one through an assembled stack of three washers, ana 
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disposes of the complete part through drop delivery while reaching 
for the next rubber washers. 
The results from this analysis nre shown in Toble 10. 
Table 10 
Bolt and washer assembly results 
System 
~lmes 0.1109 min. 0.111 36 
. ngstrom 0.1209 min 0.121 9 
I 0.910 WFTU 0.114 18 jWork-Faotor 
1 179.1 TMU 0.107 23. 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS BY NORM..'\LISED. TTI"1E 
Comparison between the systems is not an·:easy:·matter,, for ·eaoh.-:will 
have its own definition of normal :performance, and differences.in method 
may.account for variations. In the ideal experiment to make this 
comparison, six trained annlyats fr.om eaoh system would all study ~ix 
actual plant operations, ofter which the results could be examined, both 
for consistency of applicotion by each system and consistent» 'comparison 
between the systems themselves. Until something of this notm;e can be 
done, comparison work has been limited to studying and analyzing films 
of the operation, which is a very unsatisfactory means ·of determining 
the exa at method. 
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Three operntions were studied in this monner; the method was 
analyzed by each of the four systems nnd, in addition, ·::;he film was 
roted on the Westinghouse system by four trained t:bne study observers. 
The results from the studies are shown in Table 11, the second operation 
is from Appendix I. 
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Film analysis results 
Time in ·normal minutes 
Bolt and \va.sher Bolt and washer 
assembly. assembly. 
One hand Two hart1s , 
·; 
Time % diff. Time % diff. 
0.0973 
.. - 0.1097 . -
0.1025 +5% 0.1109 I +1% 
0.1006 +~ 0.1208 +1o% 
0.1048 +7/o 0.1138 +4% 
0.09561 -zfo 0.1063 -3% 
I Fold e.nd flatten I 











No special signifioonoe onn be given to these results, though 
') 
they are indicative of the aoournoy of each system when used on a oloss 
of work to -vvhich it is applionble. The Engstrom system could not be 
used for the third operation under any conditions lmown to the analyst. 
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Of considerably greater interest ore the results of the nu:rriber of 
motions to whioh a specifio t:ime was assigned. 
Table 12 
Film analysis results 
Number of basic motions with an assiened time value 
Operation Operatic~ I Operation 
" System 1 2 3· 
' 
Holmes 33 36 18 i 
Engstrom 8 9 -
WF 16 . 18 10 
MT.M 23 23 11 
It is these figures that give a reasonable assessment of ·the 
oomplexi ~y of ~he sys.tern&. Holmes' analysis .is extreme!f refined and 
de~oiled, hut it requires considerable time to establish a stondard by 
this method. In contrast, the Engstrom system uses.broad groupings, 
eaoh containing several basic motions; this allows rapid ann~ys~s,, but 
also severely limits the analyst to certain specific ot:tlditions and ~o 
certain types of work. In other words, it is not truly bosic time data. 
Both Methods-Time Measurement and Work~Factor have similar numbers 
of basic motions as signed a specific time. There is a difference of 
five for Operations 1 and 2 in Table 12, but this comes ·from five 
Contnot Grasps and Releases, to which a zero time is given under the 
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MTM system. They are included in the analysis so as to define the 
method eJrootly, but have no equivalent symbol in the Worf-Factor system. 
Prof. Ralph Barnes (23) obtained scme interesting results when he 
asked the head of the Standard Department of a large radio plant to 
undertoke a special experiment. Five experienced a~alysts, using an 
unspecified system of predetermined motion time data, independently 
established standards on seven different jobs. Eaoh job was on 
regular production, and the standards were set ~imul taneously. The 




Percentage variation from aver.J:.8~ 
Analyst No. 
Operation 
1 2 3 4 5 
Assenible oapaoitor over ooil form 0 I +2 -1 +2 -3 
Assemble and solder leads to coil -2 t -3 -1 I +3 +1 
Test oscillator coil -2 -3 -2 +3 +2 
Rivet capacitor to antenna loop back +2 J +6 -3 -4 -3 
Rivet three oopocitors to bracket -3 +3 +2 0 -3 
Drill two holes in ooil form -1 +2 -2 -2 +4 
Press spindle to shaft I -4 +2 I 0 I +2 0 
l I 
Although no general conclusions can be drawn from this one case, 
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the results are as.good as, if not better {tan, the results which would 
be obtained by a s:imilar set of stop watch studies. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Having considered each of the systems separately and together, 
certain facts and conclusions emerge. It is proposed to summarize 
these before attempting a more detailed analysis of the Work-Factor and 
MTM bnsio motion time volues. 
Holmes System 
1. The system was developed under highly specialized laboratory 
conditions, .not on .the shop floor. 
2. Each basic motion was analyzed separately, under repetitive 
conditions, without considering the effect of preceding 'or 
succeeding motions. 
3. The methods ~nalysis is by basic movements, plus the addition of· 
further motions at the· end to account for control (Holmes (1) 
recognized this inaccuracy in commenting on the slowing of 
":transport empty" by0 select"). 
4. The "Eye and Sense" section in the analysis is of considerable 
interest. If the actual values could be checked nnd refilled, they 
might well fill in gaps in the more widely used systems. This is 
especially true in considering learning times nnd untrained 
operator standards• 
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5. The system requires great detail to be used proper~y, often with 
prior application of micromotion study. It is complex beyond 
the errors in analysis due to personal limitations·of an analyst. 
Engs .. Gro!ll System 
1. For establishing standards, this system is probably the fastest 
withi:i1 its range of application. 
2. There is a good breakdown of the various types of "Grasp" and 
"Poeition", although their basic times ore included in those for 
"Get" and "Place". 
3. Broad groupings are used to cover ranges of distnnoes but, · in. many 
oases, the stationary times are greater than those involved in 
mov~.ng the parts concerned, and errors in time of trovel may ·not 
be :important. 
4. The system is limited to specific types of workplaae·_ layouts., and 
operations in a narrow range. It is not basic data, but standard 
data. 
M_TM an~_}vork•Faotor 
The following _observations apply to either system ond detailed 
comparison will be left until further data has been presente~. 
1, J~ number of plants, covering a wide range of industries, use ·the 
systems for methods analysis and for establishing· standard.a. 
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2. The systems give the methods engineer n lnngunge in which to 
discuss and evaluate his work. 
3. The systems give a precise description of the average method. 
4. The original films were taken on industrial operations under 
normal. operoting conditions. 
5. Analysts in either system must be properly trnined and experienced 
Jefore their results are trustworthy. 
6. With proper training different analysts can set stondards which 
will be within a close range of each other. 
7. For eose of application, certain complex combinations of motions 
have been grouped together into classes which cover a specific 
range. The definitions of these combinations vary in range, 
making individual comparison doubtful. 
8.. The_ nativity level of a Work-Factor normal time is nbout 25% 
higher than the corresponding value estcblished by MTM. 
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Plll.lT II 
DETAILED COMPARISON OF MTM AND WORK-F .ACTOR BASIC .lffiM MOTIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Until. the publication of the Work-Factor and MTM systems of 
predetermined time standards, the knowledge on this subject in industry 
was very limi tea. A number of people had obtained times for certain 
motions from micromotion analysis, suitably rated, but with little 
attention to such precise conditions as destination and distance. 
Holmes' publish0d work in the field gave considerable information, in 
spite of the synthetic method of establishing the values but, again, 
little attention was paic1 to the effect of the "Purpose" of the motion 
on the time value. The work of Engstrom did not take bosio motions 
a,s the datum line; inste~d,, both Grasp and Move were included in the 
same total. Early work by Barnes and Mundel wns only of indicative, 
value as there were no rating assessments of the values •. 
By the end of 1949, two systems had been established which could 
replace the stop watch on marual operations. MTM and Work-Factor had 
both been applied in many widely differing industries, and repeated 
tests and successful applications showed that there was a fair guar.antee 
of aoouracy in the results. However, when the two sy~tems were 
compared with eaoh other, basio motion by basic motion, a considerable 
amount of difference was observed, even when the summations were identical. 
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This faot has disturbed a number of people who feel that if both 
systems have really discovered the times for basic human motions - and 
assuming that a basic time actually does exist - then the two sets of 
data shauld o.:>rrelate. 
BASIC ARM MOVEMENT TIMES 
In order to illustrate the differences 'between the ve.lues given by 
Work-Factor and MTM a series of ourves has been plotted for various 
combinations of motions. The basic definitions of each system are not 
the same 1 for a Work-Factor basic arm motion can be either reaohing to 
an object or carrying it to some location, whereas the MTM system divides 
the motion into two specific types - Reach and Move - witp subdivisions 
depending on the required control. Reach occurs when th~ predominant 
purpose is to move the hand to an object or locotion, Move ooours when 
the predominant purpose .1.s to move an object with the hand to a 
destination. 
For the purpose of comparison, oll Work-Factor times have been 
multiplied by 125% so that they reptesent the same level of.activity oa 
MTM. The levelled results are plotted directly on Figures 1-8 
Figure 1 
(Page n) 
Time against distance travelled for bosio ru:m motions with 
minimum control during the nution. 
(a) Move, Case B, Type 2; moving an object to on approximate or 
indefinite location, hand in motion et the beginning or 
end - MTM. 
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(b) Reach, Case E; moving the hand to an indefinite looation, 
no particular attention as to where it stops - Mr.M. 
(o) Move, Case A; moving nn object against a stop, the object 
stopping the hand rather thon the hand stopping the object. 
No particular control or cnre - MTM. 
(d) Basic ongulAr arm t:ime - Holmes. 
(e) Arm time with zero control :factors - Work-Factor. 
Figure 2 Time against distnnoe travelled for basic ann motions with 
(Page 78) some control or weight during the motion. 
Figure 3 
(Page 79) 
(a) I\eaoh,C8Se D; reaching the hand to an object in an 
approxinate location - MT.M. 
(b) Move, Case A, 6 lb. wt.; moving an object weighit:Jg six 
pounds against a stop, the object stopping the hand - MTM. 
(o) Arm Time with one control factor - Work Factor. This 
fac'tor '!W::.LY be either a Defini tie St op .A-D to correspond 
with {a) or Weight A-W, corresponding with (b). 
Time against distance travelled for basic ann motions with 
definite control during the motion. 
{a) Reach, Case D; reaching to a very smnll object or where 
·an accurate grasp is required - .MTM. 
(b) Move, Case C; moving an object to an exact location with 
the hand - MTM. 
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(o) Arm Time -with two control 'foctors - Work-Faotor. In 
both (a) and (b), the hnnd must be steered to the object 
nnd oome to a definite stop, giving the equivalent of 
A-D11S• 
Figure 4 Time against distonce trnvellea for basic arm motions with 
(Page 80) definite control and some weight, or some control and 
increased weight du~ng the motion. 
(a) Move, Case c, 6 lb. wt.; moving an object weighing six 
pounds to an exact location with the hand - MT.M. 
(b) Move, Case B, 11 lb. wt.; moving a.n object weighing 
eleven pounJs to an approximate location - MTM. 
(o) A.un Time with three oontrol factors - Work-Factor. .In 
case (a), the Weight only requires one factor~ but the 
Definite Stop and Steer impose twc· more to give .A•D.W .• $. 
In case (b), only a Definite Stop is needed., but the 
Weight footor is increased to two, A-n.w.v~ 
In eaoh of these sets of diogroms, it is significant to note that 
the Work-Factor times start at a higher value than MTM, but then bend 
over and usually end up at a lower value as the distance gets greater. 
In addition, a stroi0:it line function is rarely reached until the linear 
distance between points exceeds twen~y :UJohes. The MTM curves, on the 
other hand,, are usually straight line fuhctions after four to six 
inches, and rapidly exceed Work-Factor valµes at longer distances. Thia 
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is true in nll coses except in Figure 4, for the Move, Cose B, 11 lb.wt. 
All the bosio M!'M times start lower thon and end higher than the Work-
Faotor times; it is only when weight is introduced thot this rule brooks 
down. As a result, it is proposed to examine these two phenomena 
separately 1 under the question of dislianoe and weight. 
MEASURED DISTANCE EFFECT ON ARM T:OOSS 
In the previous seoti on 1 a direot comparison wos mode on the bnsis 
of time per unit diatonoe. Eooh system reoognizes that, in moving the 
hand fran one point to another, the onn. rarely mnkes an absolutely 
straight-line motion. Instead, it follows a natural arc 1 a slightly 
ourved path of a ballistic type whioh is less fatiguing tbDn forcing 
the hancl along a straight line. When 1he latter condition exists, a 
def~nite state of control appears and results in a higher time value 
under either system. 
When the original data were set up two different methods of 
measureme1lt were employed: 
(n) The Work-Factor system assumed that the body memb~ would always 
fol low a natural aro, unless mu.soul.orly re strained, and that it 
would nutomotioolly choose the quickest path between two points. 
Thus, 'the time to perform nn .Arm motion, apart fran end control 
factors, would vary aoor;rd:ing to the linear distance between the 
points, without considering the aotual distnnoe travelled along the 
curved path. 
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(b) The MrM system recognized that this would happen in mpst oases, 
but that different conditions would exist depending on the direction, 
weight and other physical factors. In some coses, the natural oro 
distenoe would be longer than in others for the same linear distonce 
travelled, nnd a longer time should be allowed. Furthermore, 
movement of the hand about the wrist could either deorense or 
increase ·:;he distance moved by the arm. If the fingers moved from 
right to left while the arm perforned a ~imilnr motion, the arm would 
not have to go as far to move en object between two fixed points as 
in the case where the hand moved in the reverse direction about the 
wrist. Taking these various arguments into consideration, MTM 
distance was measured as the actual arc distance, measured at 1st. 
knuckle for arm motions, and discounting any assistance from other 
body members. 
The result of these· two different ideas WE:lS two totally different 
approaches, both in the setting up of the original data and in using 
them to establish output standardse MTM takes the total motio~, splits 
it into component ports, measures each one along its natural aro and 
takes the longest time. Work-Fnotor measures the total time for eaoh 
motion, with the assistance of the others included, and measures distance 
linearly between the two points concerned. The full implicotions of 
this can be brought out after considering Tables 11.t., 15 and 16 and 
oorresponding curves. (Figures 5 ,. 6 a.nd 7 ). 
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In eaoh case, two simple motions have been taken• For MTM, . Reach, 
Case B, to a single object in a slightly variable location; for· 
Work-Factor, /~rm motion v'i th one control factor A-D, the pperator 
deliberately exercising manual control to tenninate the motion of the hnnd. 
Distances have been measured line~rly for Work-Factor ana over the 
natural arc between the points for M.TM> thus giving the time which each 
system would allow for motions with iaentioal results. Body motion, 
a natural assistance, hos also been m~nsured and included. Under Work-Factor, 
it is evaluated separately; under 1v1TM, body motion, which is grosser and 
slower than arm motions, is considered only to assist the arm for as 
long as there is time available, It is not limiting until certain 
muscular conditions exist, after which the complete time for a Bend is 
allowed, 
1. Seated Bend, forward !lrc (Table 14) 
The op8rator is seated in a chair in front of a table of normal 
height. He reaches forward without body twist, to pick up an object 
from the table. The normal times allowed over various distancos are 
shown as follows: 
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Table 14 
Seated, fortJard reach 
i 
! ~ ' W.F .. limiting time MT.M 
Lineor Trunk ~ctual or~ x 1.25 Rench 
distance motion motion Arm Trunk '. time 
(in.) (in.) (in.) T.MU TMU TMU 
2 - 2:k 6.o - 4.7 I 
4 - 4t 7.9 - 7.5 
6 i 
I - 7 9.8 - 9.3 
8 i - 9 11.2 - 10.8 ' 
10 j - 11 12. 7 - 12.2 
' 
'12 - 13 13.5 -, 13.7 
14 2-l: 14 14.4 - 14.4 
16 3-l: 15 15.2 - 15.1 
18 st 16 15.8 - 15.8 
20 61. 2 17 16.6 - 16~5 
22 8~ 18 17.3 ( 16. 8) 17.2 
24 1~ 18 ( 17 .9) 18.5 17.2 
I 
28 12-& ~ 18 - 19.8 17.2 
These values have been plotted in Figure 5,(p.01). Tpc two curves are 
almost identiool between 4" and 22", which is over the main range of 
distances commonly encountered in industry. There is a break nway at 
the high values, and another one ot the very low ?nes. The former may 
be due to differences qf analysis of body motions, but ~e latter hns 
no other explnnation than thnt the two systems have different times for 
the same m8tbn. 
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2.. ·standing Bend, forward arc (Tnble 15) 
The conditions are similn~ to Onse 1, except that the operator is 
standing in front of the table, not seated. Normal time~ allowed ore 
shO"wn as follows: 
Table 15 
Standing, forward renoh 
t Lind ting time - . MTM 
Linear Trunk Actual arm W.F. x 1.25 Ree.oh 
distonoe ~ motion motion iU'D.1 TrunlC time 
(in.) (ine) {in.) TMU TlV[J TMU 
0 - 10 - As above As above - As above 
12 2t 12. 13.a - 12.9 ' 
16 61. 2 16 15.2 ( 13.5) 15,8 
20 M 4 20 ( 16.6) 17•2 18.6 
24 
I 
1st 21 - 21.2 19.4 
28 20 21 +bend - 24~1 29.0 
.l ! 
These values have been plottec1 in Figure 6, (p. 82). Agoin, the 
curves almost l11c':lted between 4" and 22", with discrepancies nt either end. 
At high values, body motions come into the picture; nt low values, the 
breakaway is still evident. 
3. Standing, body swivel (Table 16) 
The operator is stonding at right angles to the some table so that, 
in reaching for on object on 'the table, the trunk is turned about the 
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hips in ord.er to assist the moving hc'111d nnd arm. Normal times allowed 
et each linenr distance are shown ns follows:-
Table 16 
Standing, body swivel reach 
·-~-.-...- ...... ,, .... ~ 
MTM di.stonoes lin.} 
Linear Trunk a. L. Trunk W.F. orm MT.M 
ois~enoe mot:wn Knuckle 611 from Aotual x 1 ~2.5 Reach 
(in.) l_J·~E·) travel spine {n - 5.b) TMU TMU 
• 
12 ~ - 13 - 13 13.5 13.7 ~ 
15 I 1 17 1 1 lti- 14.a 14.8 2 19 3-! 22 1 17 16.2 16.5 
I 25 5 I 28 2 18 18.3 17.2 .; 26 1, st 29 2 19 18.7 11.s ~ 




61 36 2t 23t 20.4 21.1 2 
; 
These values hove bven p'iotte·a in Figure 7, (p,· 81). :ENen better 
agreement than in the previous coses has been obtnin·ea, a~d the nnximum 
variation over the range between ... 4" r1nd 22" is less thon '6%1. The 
.... ,"' 
difference below 4" remains unchanged as the body nntione are 
insignificant at short hand distances. 
In the three conditions analysed, there is body assistance with the 
arm motion, the body is either leaning or twisting c1t the same time; 
and the time values under ea~h system check closely. The MrM system 
hr;s "limited out" the assistance·· before measuring the distance and henoe 
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the time; the Work-Factor system has taken the two in combination ond 
the slope of' the ourves decreoses as the body assistance increases. 
However, these oon<litions assume that body assistonce is present,, 
and that it ooours in its most favourable farm. Very often these 
conditions are not fully mat; motion about the wrist moy retnrd rather 
than assist, more or less trunk motion mny be required for balance prior 
to the next motion, and sinn.tltaneous, two-handed motions in opposite 
·directions nlmos~ elimate body assistance. The easiest example to 
consider is the motion of the hand from above the hend 1 dropped down to 
waist level. ~in ear distances up to 50" are quite possible without 
any body ass istan oe except a small amount from hand motion about the 
wrist. These typas of motions are not unusual, and tlie chargeable ·ore 
distances give wide variations in the final times. 
If these motions wer.J plotted, the curve would a~t~ly resemble 
Figure 2 (p •. 78), equivalent tine for equivalt;rit· distance. For the longer 
motions 1 th 3 time allowed by Work-Factor would be· low - and. incorrectly 
low since the motion do es not include body nssistonce - and, henoe, 
· should be allowed a longer time than the m:>tion which does have body 
assistance to reduoe the time to complete the motion. 
WEIGHT EFFECT ON lJtM TIMES 
The moving of weight, .with its oonaequent effects, ha·s roused 
disoussion and dissension fc)r mnny deondes. Not only 'do. the motions 
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become slower, but they become more tiring if repeated, opd the 
operator has to be allowed & higher time for the weight-cnrrying motion, 
as well as a high allowance for fo.tigue. The latter is outside the 
range of predetermined time analysis,_and is dependent on plant policy 
and other regional factors. However, the retarding effept of weight 
on tLe basin motio:n time has to be included in any system that is to 
have a rea~onable breadth of application. 
Figure 8 (p. 83) shows the weight curves according to the definition 
of ea oh sy stemo A Move, Case B has been chosen for the MrM system, but 
the actual one selected is of no great significance since it is percentage 
variation·with weight that is important. For this reason, the curves 
have not buen corrected to equivalent distance but hove been plotted 
directly from the table~. 
There is a very definite difference in the two sets of data as to 
the effect of weight. Over the range from zero weight ~o 25 lb. , there 
is an increase in time by 25% for the Vlork-Foctor values, compared with 
11% for MTM. The effect of weights between 45 lb. ond 50 lb. on the 
Work-Factor system is not known) but 'the additional time by MrM is only 25%. 
These differences are highly significant, and cannot be easily 
explained. Both have been suocessfuly o pplied in practice and either 
there is an error in one of the systems or there is a difference in the 
motion ~alysis. The latter explanation becomes more probable when it is 
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realized that the Work-Factor system has no value for the MTM bnsio 
motion Apply Pressure. With heovy weights, wide chonees in motion 
pattern occur; more and more body motions are used in place of arm 
motions and pressure, followed by jerking, moy be needed to overcome 
initial inertia. If part of this is included within the Work-Factor 
time, then direct comparison is difficult and only overall study 
comparison oan be used. So far, no particular difficulty in using 
weights has been encountered by practitioners of either system. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. There tu'e app:ceoiable differences in time allowed by each system 
for the same accomplishment at distances under l+". 
2• The Work-Factor Arm times include body assistance, and, hence, will 
be incorrect at longer distances in the oases where there is no 
body assistance. 
3. The MTM system of measurement, using aotunl arc distance, is superior 
to the Work-Factor linear distance as it allaNs all motions to be 
considered separately. In addition, due allowance cnn be made for 
any increase in arc distance not suff ioient to be covered by o 
Change of Direction (U) Work-Factor. 
4. There are wide differences in the weight factors for the two 
systems which require investigation• Differences in motion 
oonoept 1 especially with respect to Apply Pressure in MTM> nny be 
the ex:plano.tion • If' this is aorreot, then truly bas~c human 
motions have r~o1j 1ieon reeohed. 
5., Y>xoluding weight conditions, the arm movement times a;t.lowed by 
Work-Factor and MTM agree very closely for distances qver l+" within 
the nornial accuracy limits of :rmasurement. 
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PART III 
MTM SHORT MOTION TIMES - LOGARITHMIC THEORY 
INTRODUCTI01'!, 
The compnri3on curves in Part II between Work-Factor and MTM 
~dicated definite differences in times for basic movements below 4" 
in lineor distD:nceo Not only did the time values differ, but the 
shapes of the curves joining the points were completely different: 
the :IYl'Dt curve dropped straight to the origin while the Work-Factor 
curve had a definite point of inflexion. Furthermore, general 
experience on the part of MTM practitioners indicated that the time 
for a one inch motion was definitely low, and that it was neoessnry to 
use the two inch value if there was any possibility of the motion being 
sl~ghtly over one inch long. This situation wns frequently encountered 
in screwing motions, using the fingers to rur n nut up or down, or a 
screwdriver on a light screw. In such aises the fingers perf onn very 
short motions, but et normal speeds of wo:rking tho ballistic nature of 
the movement ond the actual inertiA of the fingers themselves usually 
results in n motion path something over one inch long, distances being 
measured ot the finger-tips about the knuckle. In this class of work, 
various time study ond production checks hod indiooted the need to use 
the two iuoh time values. 
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Further evidence was provided by a consideration of J;he initial 
research itself. This work was done with films taken at 16 frames/second, 
whence one frame is equal to 1.7 TMU. This represents b~tween Bo% ond 
100% of the total time for a 1" motion, and even if an operator took 
50% longer than the observed time of one frame, it would not show up 
as tvo frames of film. There was a definite potential error here which 
was recognized by the originators of the system. Where the values 
were definitely in doubt, or ootained by extrapolation, the data card 
(Tables 6 and 7, PPo 73 and 71+) gave them in light type. The validity 
of the extrapolation for time values - especially those close to the 
origin - was suspect. 
PROCEDURE 
In order to investigate the times required to perform short motions, 
~s olassified by the MTM :mnlysis, a series of films was taken with a 
16 mm. cine-camera. Most of the films were of actual industrial 
operations and werB taken un~er normal operating conditions on the shop 
floor. Li each case, the prior. consent of management, union and 
employee was obtained, and representatives of each were present at all 
times. The exceptions to this occurred during the filming of clerionl 
operations with typewriters and oomptometers, normal office conditions 
prevailing during these sequences. Operation, layout, equipmept, 
operator and rating details are given in Appendix II (pp. 97-100 ). 
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·A 16 mn. Bell and Howell oomern was used to film all operations. 
The onmera drive was electric nnd periodic check films of a stop watch 
were takc.-n to ensure that it rennined oottectly oalibra ted, All films 
used were token at a shutter speed of 4000 frames per minute, so thnt 
one frome of film vms equivalent to 0.417 multiplied by the overnll 
levelling factor for that study, in TMU. In oll cases, the TMlJ is 
the bosic unit of measurement and is 0.00001 hours. 
Some supplementary lighting wns used while the films were be:ing 
made, but :tt was always directed onto the operator's hnnds nnd oorefully 
shielded to prevent interference with vision. The need for the precise 
analysis of the distance made a distinct record essential; and the 
paucity of operat_ions with n high ratio of short motions gave little 
scope to find perfectly lit conditions. Nothing else chnnged on the 
lay0ut and the method was similarly untouched. vrnile the film was being 
made, at least three and usually four quolified observeiti rated the 
operntor, using the Westinghouse (3) ayste~. Avernge values were 
taken. Eooh operation was filmed for either 50 or 100 ft. of film, 
depending on the useful oyole time, and at least 10 oyoles were obtained 
in eoch case. 
FILM ANJLYSIS 
The films were analyzed frame by frpme, in rooordonce with stondord 
MTM nomenolnture. A speoially converted (2) electrionlly driven 
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projector was used, equipped with n reversible speed control as well ns 
a reversible frame o~unter. This was an essential to the analysis as 
the breakpoints between one motion end the next were not always easy 
to detennine. The best procedure was to take a reading as soon as the •, 
:~· 
first motion was lmown to have stopped, and another one frame back from 
tl:.e ". ieible start of the sub sequent motion. If these ooinoided, this 
was the reeding used; but where there W!\S a difference 1 it was averaged 
between the two nntions. 
Distances were measured as accurately a~ P?ssible, and usual 
accuracy was within 1 /8" for distances up to 1 ", nnd !" for distances 
up to lt-"• After each film wos taken, all possible information obout 
lengths of reference objects was recorded; this included the lengths of 
each joint on each of tee operator's fingers as well as ever1J dimension 
of the materialso When the film was later projecced, the position of 
the projector was altere0 until the image of the operator's fingers 
was life size, ofter which direct measurement of distance could be made 
on the screen. Values were adjusted, if neoesaary, for motion 
perpendicular to the screen, usually by imitating and measuring them 
in practice. 
After the number of frames corresponding to each motion had been 
determined, it was multiplied by the factor 0.417 a~d the levelling 
faot~rs (see Appendix II), to give the levelled TMU over the di~tance. 
The completed figures were tabulated by motion class and distance,.ana 
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show the mean levelled time obtained from each study. Tp.e results 
are shown in Tables 17 to 25 inclusive (see Appendix III, pp.101-105 ). 
~FECT OF INDIVIDUAI1 FING-ERS 
Generol research into typewriting and the work loading of 
individual fingers had revealed that some fingers are stronger than 
others and, hence, that they should carry a heavier load .~35). However, 
no known work had been done on the relative speed of eooh digit. It 
was considered possible that the load capacities might hove a significant 
effect on the time values at short distances. 
During the analysis of the films on typewriting, the key depression 
motion was very frequently encountered. This mo ti on was usually an 
mMtA, a holf-inch move of the key against a stop with the fingers in 
motion. The results a~e sh~Nn in Table 17 (po 76), giving the 
levelled tirre vnlues nnd the digit used. 
2 
For Finger No. 1: ~ X = 61.59 : • .. 0 = o. 28 x 
Hence; 95% confidence limits of x1 = 1. 94 ± 0.15 
(Sample, n = 16, t 0 = 2.13 for 95% confidence limits) 
This means that the overage levelled time for an mMtA, as perforned 
by the second and fourth fingers, is just significantly different from 
thnt of the first finger. This is only in the second decimal place. 
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Calculation of the 95% confidence limits of the time for · 
Finger No. 2 shows it to hD.ve a value of 2.14± 0.17. This gives a 25% 
overlap between the limits of probability for the two mea~s. 
Further results were considered for other short motions during the 
analysis of the first three films. In each oase, the values indicated 
that a small difference in average speed between the various digits was 
possible, but there was never less than a 25% overlap between the limits 
of probability at the 95% confidence limits. In addition, the maximum 
... observed difference between the averages for any two digits was only 
o. 2 TMU for if" motions, with no one finger consistently faster than 
enoth~r. 
In view of these figures,, it was concluc1cd that no particular value 
was to be fcund in separating the various digits during the analysis of 
the results. The differe~oe in average speeds wns smnller thnn the 
inherent experimental errors in measurement of time nnd distance, as well 
as the cycle-to-cycle varintions of any one operator. However, it is 
possible that further work would reveal a statistically siznificont 
difference in average speeds betwee~ ihe digits. The size of the 
difference will not be great and will certainly not be as great as the 
difference in onpaoity for work (35). 
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ANJLYSIS OF 11ESULTS 
When all the results had been completed and to.bulo.ted., 
sto.tisticolly significant data had been found for four of the MTM 
basic motions. In addition, there was suf'~icient data fpr some of 
the other moti8ns to demonstrate signifioont trends. The four Ill3tions 
investiga tea in considernble detail were: 





motion at the end. 
Reach to an object in a fixed location. 
Reach to an indefinite location. 
Move object to an appr3ximnte location. 
The mean of all levelled data at each distance was plotted, 
together with the ori thmetic mean of these mean values. The results 
for each of the four motions arc shown in Figures 9~ 101 11 and 12 (pp. 
84, 85, 86 end 87). •. From these, it ms immediatel:v evident that the 
curves depar;ted radically from the original MTM data, having a point 
of inflexion similnr to thnt f·,jund in Work-Fllotor, though pt lower values. 
LOG.llRrrmuc THEORY OF SHORT MOTIONS 
The shnpe of the curves suggested thQ_~ a ®:thematioal equotian 
could be fitted over part of the rnnge one~, c.fter se~veral expEXiments, 
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the general form.chosen was: 
b 
T = aD yvhere T = Time in TMU 
D = Distance in inches 
a and b = Constants for each motion 
The means of the individual distances were plotted on log-log paper 
and showed that the points lay very close to a stroight l~ne (see 
Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16, pp. 88 and 89 ). liccordingly~ the separate 
values from each study were taken, not the mean values, and analyzed 
completely to obtain the eqµations of the curves. 
The form of analysis is shown in Appendix 1V (pp. 106-109). · 
The logarithms of distance and correspondhlg time are tnbule.ted for 
,r 
Reach, Case A in Tnble 34 (pp. 1o6-107 ); following it are the 
complete calculations for the line equation and the 9o% confidence limits. 
The results from thP fcur sets of significant dato nre given in 
Table 18 as follows:-
Table 18 
Statistical analysis of Logarithmic Theory 
r 90% Oon. 
Motion Equation ~ D Correlation .±)Or .±. 3 SE Lts. of 
TMJ in. Coefficient index 
ILlun T ::: 2.38 n• 61 2.96 1 .41+ 0.909 ±.0.09 I .±.0 •. 17 ±.0.08 
R-A T = 2.57 n• 64 2.87 1.21 0.931 +0.08 ±0.19 J:.0.09 
R-E T::: 2.58 n• 64 2.85 1.19 0,822 ±0.18 :t_0.31 .±,0.14 
M-B T::: 2.61 D• 73 3.21 1.33 0.955 +0.06 ±0.18 ±.0.10 
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Where T = Mean time value 
D = Mean distance value 
Or = Standard deviation of the correlation coefficient 
6E ~ Standard error of estimate 
Thus, for the first curve, R..Jun, ihe time is given by the expression 
T = 2.38 n• 61 • The mean points have a correlation coefficient of ,909 
with respect to the ideal,, or straight line, of 1.0 when plotted on 
log-log axes. The three standard deviations limit of accuracy on .909 
is±. 0.09, and the three stnndard deviRtions limit on the actual regression 
line is± 0.17 i.e. 97% of all the values will lie within ± 0.17 of the 
value given by the curve. The final 90% confidence limits of ± 0.08 
refer to the index value o.61 in the equation for T. 
The compiled results show a ve~y high degree of correlation for 
M...B and R-A, a trustworthy degree for R..Am and a slightly doubtful value 
for R-E. The latter daub~ is substnntiated 'by the larger limits for 
the regresr-ion coefficient, regression line and D index. However, the 
variations, though significant statistically, have very little effect 
on the first decimal place, and a basic motion time for one inch of 
2,6 TMU appears to have a strong probability. The corresponding figure 
for "hand in motion" motions is 2.3 TMU. 
At very mort distances, certainly at volues of ~" nnd below, the 
theory will breok down. The extremely short motions values from 
Tables 26, 28, 29 and 32 in Appendix III (i:p.101.-105) all point to a 
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minimum time value of 1.8-1.9 TMU for basic motions, wit~ a similar 
minimum of 1 .4-1 .5 for "hand in motion" values from Tables 25, 30 and 31. 
} 
These two foots - the constant values at very short distances ond 
also at one inch - suggest that for distances of one inch or less the 
motion classification is not important and has no effect on the time 
value. It is a true basic motion. This certainly n pplies to all 
motions, except Reach Case 0 and D, and Move Case C, for which no data 
have been obtained, and it also applies to Type II motion.s, known as 
"hand in mo ti on" move men ts. 
PROPCSED BASIC MOTION TIME8 
From the results obtained by film analysis,, two aouroes of 
proposed values are obtained. The first is by drawing a smooth curve 
through the mean of the J'1l3ans at each distance, the other is the 
Logarithmic Theory. Observed datfl. gives constant values at i" of 1.8 TMU, 
and both Theory and observation give 2.6 TMIJ at 1" distance for basic 
mot ion times. After that, the index derived from the Logari thmio Theory 
gives the required value from 1" to 3t", following which the accepted 
values continue in the normal straight line relationship as given in the 
original MTM data (5). 
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For Type II motions, the Logari thmio Thoery holds from i" to 3 ", 
with a 1" value of 2.3 TMt{ and. a miil:fuium value of about 1.5 TMU~ 
The rnnge and ·!ihe curves ore similar to those for Type I, but al'e 
shifted towarr.1s the origin due to the "bond in motion" eflfect. 
The following tables compare curve and Lognrithmio Theory results 
ond include the proposed new v1:1.lues. fJJ asterisk denotes nn 
extro.p olu t ed vn lue in the present MI.1M da to. 
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Table 1 ~­
Reach,C~se A, Type II 
.61 
Short motion line equation T • 2.38 x D 
Tme - TiVID 
~istanoe r.t'rescnt Curve Line \Proposed 
(in.) data 
1 1.3 ., .. 2 , .. 
1 1.3 ~ ... ,, .... 
1t 2.1 * 
2 2.8 * 
2t 3.3 * 
3 3.8 * 
3t 4.4 * 
4 4.9 
































Sh t 1 .64 or motion ine equation T = 2.57 x D .. 
Time -. TMU 
Distance 1?resen1i f Curve l Line Proposed ' (in.) da·la ~ Fig. 10 ' CQUE~tion : ' value ) . 
1 1.8 * 2.0 1.6 1.8 2 
, . 
1 1.8 * 2.6 2.6 2.6 
I 
1i 2.8 * 3.3 3.3. 3.3 
. 
2 ' 3.7 * 4.0 4.0 4.0 
2~ ' 4.4 * 4.7 4.6 4.6 
3 5.0 * 5.2 5.2 5.2 
3i 5.6 * 5.8 5.7 5.7 
fr 










Rench, Cose E 
Short motion line equation T = 2. 58 x n• G4 
Time - T.MU 
Distance :l:-'resent 1 Curve Line ii?roposea. 
(in.) data Fi;;;. 11 equation value 
t 1. 7 * 1.8 1.6 108 
~ 
1 i 1. 7 ~~ 2.3 t 2.6 2.6 
1t 
{ 
2.8 * 3.1 3.3 3.3 
2 3.8 * 4.2 4.0 4.1 
-2t 1 4.6 * 5.2 4.6 5.2 
3 5.3 ,~ .5.9 5.2 5.9 
3t 6.1 :* 6.4 I 5.7 6.4 4 6.8 * 6.8 6.2 6.0 
Table 22 
Move, Cnse B 
Short motion line equation T = 2.61 x n•73 
Time - T.MU 
Dis.tanoe I Presen'1 ~·JI; ·Curv.e Line .. Proposed 
( ino ') data- I Fig. 12 I equation value 
; ! 
i 1.T 1.8 1.6 1.0 L 2 
"I 1.7 2.4 2•6 2.6 
1~ 2.9 3.6 3.5 3.5 
2 4.2 4.6 4.3 4.3 
... • 
"'1 ~·,,. -
~'i. 4.9 5.3 5.1 5.1 
3 5.7 I 5.D 5.8 ; .. 5.7 3t 6.3 ·6.4 6:5 6.4 I 




LOG-hRITBMIC TEEORY APPLIED TO RELOH, C/i.SE B 
If the Logeri thmic Theory on short motions is correo~, then it 
should be possible to obtain the complete equntion if onlr two correct 
i 
values are known. In the research work, n series of vo l:U_es for Rea.oh 
Case B, as given in Table 27 (Appendix III, p.102) were obtained but the 
shortest ffistance encountered was 1~ inches. Below this, the motion 
tends to become ei the:r Case A, by know:l.ng instinotively where to reach, 
or else Case D, having to reach with care or exactitude so as to stop 
at the right place. 
The values obtained in the range 1-:i" to 4" show close agreement 
with those already given on the .MTM dota card in heavy type. These values 
are plotted on Figure 17 (p. 90). The time values for 2" and 3" are 
both actual MTM data, and also appear to lie on the line developed by 
\ 
the experi111ental data. If the actual TMU values for 211 and 3" a.re 
b substituted in the general logarithmic expression, T = aD ) the 
equation becomes 
T = 2 .51 x n• 78 
This gives n unit distance of 2.5, which is extremely close to the 
proposed value of 2.6 and indicates the probable validity of the 
expression. Within the single decimal place limits of T as given on 
the data cord, this value gives the closest agreement. 
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CONTROLLED MOTIONS 
Litte data oculd be obtained from the films for motion of the type 
Reach Oases C and D, and Move Cn.se c, and it is not known if the 
Logarithmic Theory is Dpplicable in these cases. It is righly probable 
that the one inch times will not be 2.6 TIVllJ but somewhat higher. 
Several iristonces were encountered of "Controlled" Moves, when the 
control was exerted throughout the motion to guide the object. One 
case was steering a srre.11 nut along a nnrrow lec1e;e to a hole, another 
involved painting a small object with lubricant. The levelled times 
for "Controlled" Moves have been platted on Figura 18 (p. 91). There 
is o. definite curve above the present MTM times for Moves Case C which 
corresponds more closely to the Work-Factor definition of "Ca.re or 
Precaution" control throughout the motion. 
From these results, it can be concluded that a further motion 
classification is required in the MTM data, that of a "Move with Control 11. 
However, it is not known if this condition will continue in a similar 
way at the longer diatanoe values. It may be difficult to obtain and 
define such data into a usable grouping since control can have very 
variable effects, It may double or even quadruple the usual time for 
the motion in the case where the operator's speed becomes completely 
controlled and limited by the physical pr?cess. For cases where the 
operntor hos full control over the motion, but has to exercise continuous 
control throughout its duration, it should be possible to establish a 
specific motion time. 
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LIMITATIONS OF 'lHE MEl\.SURING PROCEDURES 
Three limitations and one basic assumption must be taken into 
account when discussing any system of p:redatermined time data. When 
establishing this data from films, the oamera speed itself imposes one 
limitation, the errors in measurement of distance impose the second, 
and the rating system the third. 
Before discussing the basic assumption, the limitations should be 
considered first as they only result in mathematical error. All the 
films were taken at 4CX)O frrunes per minute, so that any reading is 
liable to an error of ± half a frame. The distance error hns already 
been discussed under Film JU'lalysis (p. 49 ) , ond may give an error up 
to -:1:-" at short distances. The rating of each study is a blanket or 
overall rating, not one on individual elements or cycles, and moy lead 
t0 large errors in any ona time measurement. The Westinghouse rating 
system allows an increase of 28% due to skill and effort on the part of 
the operatrr over· normal, end there is no bottom limit on how slow the 
operator may perform one particular motion. 
All these three limitations oan and hP-ve been overcome by the 
aaournulation of large qµantities of data, followed by a statistical 
analysis to show if the figures are significant. This wns done in the 
four main basic motion analyses, and it indicated that.the values for 
Reach Case E were open to suspicion •. The values for motions other than 
the four analyzed con only be used to indicate trends, and further work 
must be done before they con be considered stotistically significant. 
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The aralysis and use of predetermined motion times ipvolves one 
basic asswnptio11, and one that is oanmon to all systems: pamely, that 
a fundamental normal time does exist for the elements of }ltlman motion. 
~ 
If this is not true, then the psychological und physiolog~cnl differences 
between each ope:r.·:·1tor, depenling on environment, heredity and education, 
me.ke the results, at best, only en average from the group studied; on 
average frcm a set of unconnected data that should not be averaged. 
This means that the data has been drawn, not from a rondoin sample, but 
from an indefinitely large number of separate units, each of which has 
an infinite number of variables. It is recoenized that the differences 
may be small - ard small enough to give the illusion of connection with 
only one variable, namely the rating factor - but very sm~ll increments 
of time are involved in these analyses and the experimental error may 
be ae great as the actual difference from one worker to another. 
It is impossible to resolve this paradox since it CD!l only be done 
by measurement and comparison of the very fac~ors that are in doubt. 
Working stnndards are essent~al to management, not only for ~noentive 
payments or employee control, but for such things as costing, estimating 
end scheduling:> The vast store of knowledge that hos been accwnulated 
on all ospGots of Work.Study indicates without any doubt that time 
sto.ndnrds, however set, and even if not based on a correct theoreticol 
assumption, are both practical and applicable. The increasing 
knowledge on predetermined time standards is demonstrating tho same 
conclusion and it would appear, at least in industry, that a fundamental 
normal time eAists for the average employee. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Not all the TutrM data card times for short motions are correct, 
particularly the· values known to be d cubtful and deJ:1iVec1 by 
extrapolation. 
2. For short motions, distances between i-" nnd }~", the eq_un ti on of 
the motion time curve is given by 
T = aDb 
3. The basic norrro.l time for a one inch motion without full control 
is 2.6 T.MU; and 2.3 T1'1U if "he1.nd in motion". 
4. The basic minimum normal time for any motion, however short, is 
1.8 TMU; and 1.5 TMU i1' ''hand in motion". 
5. MTM data card values should be revised as follows (blanks indicate 
no further il1formtttion o.vnilable, brackets indicate present data 
not stntistically conclusive):-
Table 23 
Revised values for Reach 
Basic motion - TMU Hand in motion 
Di stony Case Oaae I Case Case Case Case I 
(in. 1~ B I C.D. E .A B i 
1 2.6 2.6 \ - 2.6 2.3 (2.3) I 
I l 2 4.0 4.3 
I -
4.1 3.5 -
3 5.2 5.9 - 5.9 4.5 -I I 
4 t 6.1 7.1 
I 6.8· 4.9 4.3 I -
I i I 
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Table 24 ...... 
Revised values for Move 
Basio motion - 'lMU Hana in motion 
Distance case Oase Oase Casa oase 
(in.) .{\. B 0 A B 
1 2.6 2.6 - (2.3) (2.3) 
2 (3.8) 4.3 . ·- - -
3 4.9 5.7 - - -
4 6.1 6.9 - 7.3 4.3 
6, Further research wolic is required on motions with control, ond there 
appears to be a further basic motion: "Move with Control exerted 
throughout the Distance" .. 
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ADDED TOTALS ARE TIME OF MOVEMENTS CHART TIME IN EQUAL TO THE · DEC. MIN. WORK CYCLE TIME 
BODY TYPE MEASURE IMPULSE DISTANCE MOVED 
MEMBER OF MOVED MOVEMENl PRESS O"T02" 4" 6" 8" l' 1%' 2' 2 Yi' AT NERVE MOVED MOVEMENT OF MIND 50 .10° 15° 20° 30° 45° 60° goo 
FINGER HINGE KNUCKLE FINGER TIP .tJOIS .0017 .0021 
FINGER SIDE KNUCKLE FINGER TIP .0021 .(J(J32 
HAND HINGE WRIST FINGER TIP .002() .0022 .0025 
HANO ANGULAR WRIST FINGER TIP .0022 .0032 .0().18 
FOREARM ANGULAR ELBOW KNUCKLE .00?.3 .0027 .0030 .(J(J3.J .t10.J5 .()(J4/ 
FOREARM HINGE ELBOW KNUCKLE .0018 .()(}2(1 .(J(J?2 .001'4 .t1027 .()()JI 
FOREARM ROTATE ELBOW KNUCKLE .0020 .0022 .0024 .tJ020 .001'8 .OO.J2 .OtJ.J8 .0045 .a?D 
FOREARM TWIST ELBOW KNUCKLE .0018 .0018 .0019 .0020 .1)()21 .(J()?.3 .00?5 .(JtJ28 .OaJ2 
ARM ANGULAR SHOULDER KNUCKLE .00?.9 .00.JO .00.JS .IJ()4Q .()()48 ./JO{j() .OMO .0095 .0105 
ARM ROTATE SHOULDER KNUCKLE .0032 .()()J4 .()()39 .0045 .()()54 .0067 .00.90 .0107 .0118 
ARM TWIST SHOULDER KNUCKLE .00?/J .00?2 .()(J?5 .IJ(J?l .001'8 .(J()2.9 .tl030 .(JO.J2 
HEAD HINGE NECK NOSE - .0059 ,(J/)61 ,(}()63 .Of!!!_J_ -.!!!!!E: .(J/)75 .tJtJ6'7 .tl/tJO HEAD TURN NECK NOSE ,.... .0051 .(J()S.J .tJ055 .0057 .{)()6.3 .Pfl!!l .0078 .O/l9tl 
FOOT HINGE ANKLE TOE .()(J,24 .(J(Ji'l .0032 
FOOT ANGULAR ANKLE TOE .()(}?8 .00.J/ .(J/)36' 
FORELEG HINGE KNEE TOE .IJ().16 ./){)f() .0()43 .aJ/7 .0052 
FORELEG SIDE KNEE TOE .IJ(J.l/J .0045 .{}()5/J .()(156 .IJIJ64 
FORELEG ANGULAR KNEE TOE .IJCJ4.5 .0051 .()(}57 .(J(J6"4 .0012 
THIGH HINGE HIP KNEE .llfJJ6 .0038 ,(}().{/} .ll012 .fJtJ51J 
THIGH SIDE HIP KNEE .PP40 .OfJ4.5 .0050 .0056 .tl064 
THIGH ANGULAR HIP KNEE .0()16 .(J(J52 .IJ058 .P06B I. (!()80 
LEG HINGE HIP TOE .PO.JO .0032 .(J().J4 .0036 .t1tJ.J8 .PO/.J .OtJ50 .()(J58 .0065 
LEG SIDE HIP TOE .0045 .{)()f8 .(J(J.52 .IJ051i .OOliO .POli8 .0080 
LEG ANGULAR HIP TOE .00.5{} .OIJ52 .IJOSO .()()60 .006"5 .0072 .0084 .0096 .0108 
OPERATOR TURN HIP OR ANKLE SHOULDER ,,.,.. .OIJ62 .()(}75 .0088 .(}()95 .0106 .Ol?tl .0135 .0160 
OPERATOR TURN MOVE FEET SHOULDER ..__. ,_. ,_ ,_ .0200 .IJ21(} .O??/J .IJ?25 .0?30 
OPERATOR BEND HIP OR ANKLE SHOULDER ,_.. .0077 .0081 .0095 .OIOZ .Oii/ .0125 .0142 .0158 
OPERATOR SIT HIP SHOULDER ,_ .0180 TO .0210 
OPERATOR STAND HIP SHOULDER ,_ . 022() TO • 0280 
EYE MOVE SIGHT SOCKET PATH ANGLE ,,_ ~ -_P055._ .0059 .tJ062 .tJ065 .0073 
EYE FOCUS GET IMAGE CLEAR ,_. . 0020 TO • 0040 
EYE INSPECT READ ,_. .0035 TO .(}()tf.5 
EYE INSPECT SEE PART ,_. .0025 TO .()()35 
EYE INSPECT OBSERVE (GLANCE) ,_. .0015 TO .()025 
NERVE REACTION EYE TO BRAIN : OR REVERSE .0003 
NERVE REACTION HAND TO BRAlrt : OR REVERSE .(}(}2.f. . GOTE:- 0 NERVE .REACTION KNEE TO BRAIN • OR REVERSE .()()26 I/SE CIRCt/LAR MEASt/RE 
NERVE REACTION FOOT TO BRAIN : OR REVERSE .(l()J() . FOR t/NOERLINEO YALt/ES. . 
NERVE REACTION REALIZE CONTACT .0010 TO .0040 
NERVE REACTION HEAR OR SMELL .0025 TO • 0040 
MINO DECISION MENTAL PROCESS .0010 TO .0100 NOT OVER .()/(}() 
OPERATOR WALK PER STEP 1 2 l 4 5 • 10 AnER 5 STEPS STEPS STEPS STEPS SUPS STEPS STEl"S STEPS 
OPERATOR WALK HIP 6" STEP .0160 .0260 .().3.5() 
OPERATOR WALK HIP 12" STEP .0210 .03.30 .()#() .OS.JO .0610 
OPERATOR WALK HIP 18" STEP .0070 .0240 .OJ70 .()f.90 .0580 .()6/() .0850 .0!190 
OPERATOR WALK HIP 24" STEP .0075 . . 026/J .OllJ() .05.30 .0630 .0720 .()9./5 ./ISO 




Engstrom system - Get 
Dis·tances up to 8", time in normal minutes 
Condition of grasp 
'Jmdium (3F)j tiirge (H) ! Small (2F) rerg lorge 
'3 fingers Extended 2 fingers (2H I lTvJO hands 1 and thumb hand ond thumb 
t 
. 
A. Very best grasp .006 .006 • 006 .006 ' facility possible. The t 
object is prepositioned !Get screw- Get Get small Get large 
for grasp or the grasp driver ± .. rom suspended bolt from open box 
:is not hindered by other bench power other hpnd 
objects in oonteo~ with driver 
the object grasped 
B. Good grasp facility .006 .011 • 011 · .011 
but ports may be in 
!quantities requiring Get 3" disc Get book Get small Get large 
some selection of a from pile from pile wnsher from flnt plate 
single part. No bin from bench 
unt~ngling or difficult 
separation I 
C . The de sign of parts! • 011 .017 .019 .024 
or kind of finish I 
prevents ready grasping. Get wired Get large Get small Get heovy 
Parts may tangle, or be tenninal parts from lookwashers parts from 
packed with separators plug from box; paper from bin constricted 
or require special box. Some separators area 
handling . . ~tangling . 
Corrections for data 
1. More than one Grasp per Get, multiply base t:ime by 1 .50. 
2. Simul taneaus Gets in both hands, multiply base time by 1.3J 
3.. Reach distance over gu, under 2on 1 add .0004 minutes per extro inch. 





Engstrom System - Plnce 
Distances up to 8", time in normal minutes 




A. Positioning is nor- • 006 
ma lly little m:>re than 
releasing the object on Put part 







Small . (2F) Ver1 large 
2 fingers (2HJ 
and ttlunib Two hands 
006 . ~ .011 
Put medium Put sm~ll Slide large 
sized box •screw ~nto ·part to roug):; 
on table other hand position 
.011 .011 .019 B. On or into definite 
locations with emple 
tolerances, simple open 
nests or fixtures,or 
assemblies with one 
ooint of location 
Put screw- Put medium Place ~teel Large part 
driver into sized box washer lover to line or 
funnel-type on pile stud, ~arge~simple 
holder tolerances fixture 
C. On or into difficult• 
or complicated :iocationEit 
.011 .019 .030 
~ Asse.mblies or fixtures Iio~ scoket Place power Place ~crew .Place large 
requiring p osi ti oning of wrE:!noh over driver on in tapped port on 
parts with respect to nut self-tapp1zs hole .. lcoa.ting pin 
two definite points, or screw 
location in two d:irecti:J:ne 
D. Much the same as in 
C, but in addition may 
.019 
involve close toleranoe3 Place sorev~Not used 
greater care of finishe~ driver on 
three or more points or screw 
directions of location, 
or application of f oroe 
, to assemble 
Corrections fo_r data 
.024 .042 
Nut on Place cover 
terminal in plato over 
limited or studded hole 
cramped 
space i.. 
1. Simul tone ous plaod.ng of identical parts, mu1 tiply base time by 1. 40 
2. Simul:taneous placing of unlike parts, nultiply base time by 1.50 
3. Large ports obtained with one hand, placed with two, use 2H times and 
add • 005 min. · 
4. Two or more parts assembled in the hands and then placed in a fixture 
require the sum of tba· times for the simultaneous places .'md the 2H place. 
5. Reaoh distance over 8", under 20", add .0004 minutes per extra inch. 
For adc1itionol distance over 20", add .0006 minutes per inch. 
6. If one haz,d "gets" and the other "places" simultaneously, use the 
higher vaLue only. 
/Uork-tacfor • MOVING TIME TABLE 
.for 
DETAILED ANALYSIS 
TIME IN IUorh-Facfor * U.N I TS 
,. 
WORK FACTORS WORK FACTORS 
DISTANCE DISTANCE 
I MOVED MOVED BASIC I 2 I 3 
"'" 
BASIC I 2 3 4 
(A) ARM - Measured at Knuckles (L) LEG - Measured at AnkZe 
1" 18 26 34 40 46 1" 21 30 39 46 53 
L" 20 29 37 44 50 2" 23 33 42 51 58 
3 .. 22 32. 41 50 57 3" 26 37 48 57 65 
4" 26 38 48 58 66 4" 30 43 55 '56 76 
5" 29 43 55 65 75 5" 34 49 63 75 86 
6 .. 32 47 60 72 83 6 .. 37 54 69 83 95 
7" 35 51 65 78 90 7" 40 59 75 90 102 
8" 38 54 70 84 9'5 8" 43 63 80 95 110 
9" 40 58 74 89 102 9" 46 66 85 102 117 
10" '12 61 78 93 107 10" ~8 10 89 107 123 
11" 44 63 81 98 I .12 11" 50 72 94 112 129 
12 .. 46 65 85 102 117 12 .. 52 75 97 117 134 
13" .17 57 88 105 121 1"" ~· 54 77 101 1? 1 139 14 .. 49 69 90 109 125 14" 56 80 103 125 I <14 
15" 51 71 92 113 129 15" S8 82 106 130 149 
16 .. 52 73 94 115 133 16 .. 60 84 108 133 1 •"i3 
17" 54 75 96 118 137 17 ~· 62 86 111 135 1').i; 
18" 55 76 98 120 140 18" 63 88 113 137 lfi 1 
19" 56 78 100 122 142 !Cl" 65 90 115 140 164 
20" 58 80 102 124 144 .~o .. 67 92 117 142 16':> 
22" 61 83 106 128 148 22 .. 70 96 121 147 171 24 .. 63 86 109 131 152 24 .. 73 99 126 151 175 
26 .. 66 90 113 135 156 26 .. 75 103 130 155 179 
28" 68 93 116 139 159 28 .. 78 107 134 159 183 
30" 70 96 119 142 163 30" 81 110 137 163 187 
35" 76 103 128 151 171 35" d7 118 "147 173 197 
40" 81 109 135 159 179 40" 93 126 155 182 201) 
l+eitt J .IJa le l 7 13 20 UP Weifht -J Male 42 UP ·-8 - . in • /,s. Ferit. 1 3-112 6· 112 10 UP in l,s,_ Fem. 4 21 UP - . 
(T) TRUNK - Measured at Shoulder (F,HJ FINGER-HAND - Me.as urea at Finger Tip 
1" 25 38 49 58 67 1" 16 ?.3 29 35 40 2 .. 29 42 53 64 73 2" 17 25 32 38 44 3" 32 47 60 72 82 3" 19 28 36 4.3 49 4 .. 38 55 70 84 96 4" 23 33 42 . 50 58 5" 43 62 79 95 109 
We i gh t J Ma le 2/3 2-112 4 UP -5 .. 47 68 87 105 120 in Lbs Fem. 113 t-114 2 UP -7" 51 74 95 114 130 
8" 54 79 101 121 139 (FT) FOOT - Measured Toe 9" 58 84 107 128 147 at 
10" 61 88 I 1:i 135 155 I" 20 29 37 44 51 
11 .. 63 91 118 141 162 
2 .. 22 32 40 48 55 
12 .. 66 94 123 147 169 3" 24 35 45 55 63 13 .. 68 97 127 153 175 4" 29 41 51 64 73 
14" 71 100 130 158 18Z i+eirc J .Yale 5 22 UP . -15" 73 103 133 163 188 in , hs Fem. 2-112 11 UP ---115 .. 75 105 136 167 193 __ (FS) FOREARM S~~ IVEL 17" 78 108 119 170 199 - Meas urea at Knuckles 18 .. 80 111 14?. 173 203 45° 19" 8;? 113 145 176 206 90° 17 ?.2 28 3Z 37 20" 84 116 148 179 209 1'350 23 '30 37 .:..; .19 28 16 41 5~ 58 180° 31 40 49 57 65 
~·eight "j .i!a le 11 58 IP - - Torque J Male 3 13 !'P - : i i 11 !. I , fr.flll 'i-1/~J 99 IP . - in 11 Ll,s Fem. 1-1i2 6-112 UP --- -llJork-Facfor • SYMBOLS· WALK I NG TIME VISUAL INSPECTIOt-4 
/'I HEIGHT OR RESISTANCE 30" PACES Focus 20 s DIRECTIONAL CONTROL (STEER) ... I NSPl:..:T 3Ci"',; ,, ·· p CARE (PRECAUTION) TYPE I L. OVER 2 REACT .~ .... 
U CHANGE DIRECTION GENERAL 150 260 120 + 80 'P.ACE HEAD TURN 45U 40, g~)v 60 D~EFINITE STOP RESTRICTED 180 300 120 t 100 "PACE ·-
COPYRl<;HT- 1952 Aoo 100 FOR 120° 180° 1 TIME UNIT = ·.•C·~> SCONJS TURN AT START CopyriKhl under lnrernarional Copyrii:ht Union ' t(<~ i Ml NU Tb All Right•rcserved un<ler Pan American Copyri1dll Union UP STEPS (8" RI SE 10" FLAT) 126 1)l10\.101G7 by 1810 .DOWN STEP5 THE lllork-Facfor· COMPANr 100 HOURS . .. 1 RAUH MA~.I<. 
l'RINTEU IN u. S. A. 
-- Rev. 1-SZ W-F .l'ECRNICAL DATA Z03A 
/Uork-tacfor · GRASP TABLE 










~--------T_m __ c_K~NE __ ss ______ -:---~1-------,--:~:-::--,-'7:-=-:-::--r----:-:::-;7:-----"T"-----:-:-:::-:-::----~~~fic~:: 
( less then 1/6~ ) ( 1/64" to 3/64" ) .~6is" .o.~~~','; ·.'.~~~·:.- ·.~~70~'.'; .s .. o~~" 
uOO" - ,062.5" 1/16" Ir less 
06!6" - .12.50'' over 1/16" to 1/8" 
1!51" - .1875" over 1/8" to 3/16" 
,0469" 
0 - .0156" ,0156" - ,0469" (l/16) (1/8) {3/16) (1/2.) (over 1/2.) 
Blind Visual Blind Visual Blind Visual 
- Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo 
12.0 172. B B 131 189 B B 
79 Ill B B 108 154 B B 85 12.0 B B 
64 88 B B 102. 145 B B 74 103 B B 
Blind Blind Blind Blind Visual Blind Visual 
- Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo - Simo 
s s 
BS 12.0 











1176" - ,ZSOO" over 3/16" to 1/4" 48 64 B B 72. 100 B B 56 76 B B 79 111 68 94 64 88 12. 
Z50J" - .5000" over 1/4" to 1/2." 40 52. B B 64 88 B B 48 64 B B 62. 85 56 76 56 76 44 58 B B 12 
5001'' - 1,0000" over 1/2." to I" 40 52. 32. 40 64 88 60 82. 48 64 44 58 62. 85 56 76 48 64 48 64 4.4 58 40 52. 32. 40 12 
1----------+----------------11-------t-------1~------t--------1"------+-------tt------- ----it------··~ 
0001" - 4.0000" over l" to 4° 













S6 76 48 64 40 52. 40 S2 36 
S6 76 48 64 40 sz 40 sz 36 . 
' fl = Use- Blind column since visual grasp offers no advantag.,, S = Use Solid Table. 
* Add the indicnt~d .1llo,··.1n<·t"s when objects: (a) are entangled (not requiring two hands to separate); (b) are 
nested to~t'ther i><'cau''.' of shape or film; (c) are slippery (as from oil or polished surface~ Note: When 
object< both entangle and ar .. slippery, or both nest and art' slippery, use double the value in the table, 
Not("': Special gt';..tsp conditions should be analyzPd in detail. 
46 37 
46 37 









































75"Lup D* (18) D• (18) D* (18) 1/4 (ZS) 1/4** (51) 1/4*** (59) D• (18) D* (18) D* (18) D• (18) 1/4•• (SI) 1/4*** (59) 
15"to,874" D* (18) D• (18) SD* (18) 1/4 (ZS) 1/4** (51) 1/4*** (59) D• (18) D• (18) D* (18) SD* (18) 1/4 .. 
75"to,62.4" SD• (18) SD* (18) 1/4 (2.5) 1/2. (31) l/l** (57) l/Z*** (65) SD• (18) SD* (18) SD* (18) 1/2 (31) 1/Z•• 
E~-"_1o_~_1_v_·+_1_1_z ___ rJ_1_l~----'4_4_l~----~-4_)~1_-_•1_~ __ (s_1_)~1_-_1~~-·-· __ r_s~1J~_1_-_1~~-·-·-·~<~'~1)4~1~µ~~(~z~s)~l~ 131 1 1 ~ c31 l 3µ (3~ ~4** 71"to,zw· (44) (44) (44) 1-1/z 1~1) 1-1/2•• (83) 1-1/z••• (91) 1/z 131) 1/z (31) 1/2 (31) 3/4 (38) 3/4 .. 
!l"to,174" (44) 1-1/4 (51) 1-1/2. (57) 1-1/2. (57) J-1/Z•• (83) 1-1/Z*** (91) 3/4 (38) (44) (44) (44) l** 
(51) 1/4*** (59) 
(S7 1/l*** (65) 
(64) 3/4••• {72.) 
(64) 3/4u• (72.) 
(70) !••• {78) 
75"to,IZ4" Z-1/2. (83) 2.-1/2. (83) 2-1/Z (83) l-1/2. (83) 2-1/Z•• (109) Z-1/Z***(ll7) 1-1/4 (51) 1-1/4 (SI) 1-1/4 (51) 1-1/4 (51) 1-1/4.,. (77) 1-1/4••• {SS) 
15" to ,074" (96) (96) (96) (%) JU (12.2.) 3*** (130) 1-1/2. (57) 1-J/2. (57) 1-1/Z (57) 1-1/Z (57) 1-1/2.,. (83) 1-1/Z*** (91) 
!'1~11 ... hou:, Jr p.1r•·ntru ..,I"·, • ht· .,, .... 1, ,,,. •.:.i.l a•"""'"l.Jy t1P1•· v.1"''' 11 .. ,,.., ..• 1111•1\ t11>1-. r ,,, 
in'·"I''' n1"r•· th~11: .>.i :\l11•t•r•· • ''"" ~ Nor .. +l-',,.'\r ... hi Al"' l!rri•:h1 .. 11>J, •Al or Alt',.. "r'. 
• 11 di1.11, . ., W··rl..~F.•· !or- I<"''; .11 "•I 11, r1u\( Jr•11w1!1.1!e:v pr11 ttll•.~ .;1-,.,1·n1hly, All ,, .... ,..,111,,11•-.. 11·· 













r--___ 1__ : __ 1_.9_,_ ..___ .-------~?~-- ----2~~~--.. --._ ... ___ _ 
2 - z,9q" 30 ~. Simo 
~~--~-·"-q_··-·-+-----so_;_~--------+- ____ s_im_o ------- __ . 
:--.__~~5:------6-·_99_'_' __ --i-------7-0_3 _______ __._ _____ ~s-im_o _________ 11~--
7 - 14.99" Align ls\, insert !st, Align ·2.ncl ( J) 
..____~""7::-:-:-:----------1-----ln_s_e_rt_z_n_d_. ___________________ __: ___ 
11 IS"&. up Al~gn lst, ln~ert 1st, Focus and Inspect, 
:--.___~7:":~--:------l.---A-l-•g_n_l_n_d_(_1)_,_1n_•_c_rt_2_n_<l_. ____________ ~·--------ll 
--- (I) If connt'cted, treat Znd Assemuly as open target--ith no upriRht. 
TARGETS .....___ BLIND 
~~~~~-,-~~~.~~-Ad-d1-.ti-on_t_o_Al-ig_nm_r-nt-s~~--~~-n 
DisLlnc:c from 
TarRet to Visible 
...____ Area 
0 - .49" 
Pf"rm<1.ri•n• 
(Alinrl •I Ill! 11n .. ·.,., 11·111i.;ur.t1., 
!l'l111•!rl1.1r1"<' """'ltl\• 
~._._._99_'_' __ -t-______ 1_01'~·-------l------~J(~l;1"~·----·-----·-
l.O • 1.99" 40% 20'1. 
-.....__ l,O - 2..99" 





to Align, Point 
r.99" 
Z - Z.99" 
3 - 4.99" 
5 - 6, 99" 
1 - 9.99" 
10 14.99" 
15 - 19.99" 

















7" &; UD 
I. Add Work-Factors to Aligr.ments for weight, l'lc. as required. 
Z. When Alignment is performed by fingers use 501, of above 
Alignments, 
3. Whcrt- Gripping f)istancc 1 Two Targets, and Blind Targets are involved, 
add ..ach percentag<> to Original Alignment. Don't pyramid percentages, 
~-9-"---+----"-25'-0-'-1."--·---1 701" COPYRIGHT- 1952 7•0 - 10.00" 380-r. 1201. Copyright under lnt!'"rnational Copyright Union 
' All Rights reserved under Pan American Copyrigl.ot Unio11 I by 19rn 
'----------·:----L.----------llL--------T-H_E_:IUo:.:.r:.::.k-...:.:Fa:__d..:.:..or_·c_:o_M_P_A_N_r _____ _. 
::-
11 Ulork-tacf or · 
~~H MAKK 
C01~PANY MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 
12701 SHAKER BOULEVARD. CLEVELAND 20. OHIO 




HAND AND ARM MOTIONS BODY, LEG, AND EYE 
MOTIONS 
REACH or MOVE TMU TMU 
1 " ...........••...... 2 Simple foot motion ....... 10 
2" ................... 4 Foot motion with pressure 20 
3" to 12" 4 + length of motion ·Leg motion .............. 10 
over 12" 3 + length of motion 
(For TYPE 2 REACHES AND Side step case 1 ...•..... 20 MOVES use length of motion 
only) Side step case 2 ......... 40 
POSITION Turn body case 1 ........ 20 
Fit Symmetrical Other Turn body case 2 ........ 45 
Loose 10 15 
Close 20 25 Eye time ............... 10. 
Exact 50 55 
Bend, stoop or kneel on 
TURN-APPLY PRESSURE one knee ............. 35 
TURN ..........•..•• 6 Arise ................... 35 
APPLY PRESSURE .. 20 Kneel on both knees ....• 80 
GRASP Arise ................... 90 
Simple ...••........•• 2 Sit ..................... 40 Reg rasp or Transfer .•• 6 Stand .................. 50 Complex ..•.•.•....•• 10 
DISENGAGE Walk per pace ........... 17 
Loose .•...••.••....• 5 (All times on this Simplified 
Close ...•...•••••..•• 10 Data Table include 15% 
Exact .•.......•.•...• 30 allowance) 
1 TMU=.00001 hour 
= .0006 minute 
== .036 second 
METHODS ENGINEERING COUNCIL 
718 Wallace Avenue 
PITTSBURGH 21, PENNSYLVANIA 
MEC FORM 204A 1 
2854 Fairfield Avenue 
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONNECTICUT 
TABLE 1-REACH-R 
Distance Leveled Time TMU Handin CASE AND DESCRIPTION 
Moved Motion 
Inches Cor A Reach to object in fixed loca-
A B D E A B tion, or to object in other 
1 1.8 2.1 3.6 1.7 1.3 1.5 hand or on which other hand 
2 3.7 4.3 5.9 3.8 2.8 2.7 rests. 
3 5.0 5.9 7.3 5.3 3.8 3.6 
4 6.1 7.1 8.4 6.8 4:?_ J:~ B Reach to single object in 5 6.5 7.8 9.4 7.4 5.3 5.0 location which may vary 
6 7.0 8.6 10.1 8.0 5.7 5.7 slightly from cycle to cycle. 
7 7.4 9.3 10.8 8.7 6.1 6.5 
8 7.9 10.1 11.5 9.3 6.5 7.2 C Reach to object jumbled with 
9 8.3 10.8 12.2 9.9 6.9 7.9 
10 8.7 11.5 12.9 10.5 7.3 8.6 other objects in a group so 
12 9.6 12.9 14.2 11.8 8.1 10.1 
that search and select occur. 
14 10.5 14.4 15.6 13.0 8.9 11.5 D Reach to a very small object 
16 11.4 15.8 17.0 14.2 9.7 12.9 
18 12.3 17.2 18.4 15.5 10.5 14.4 or where accurate grasp is 
20 13.1 18.6 19.8 16.7 11.3 15.8 required. 
22 14.0 20.1 21.2 18.0 12.1 17.3 E Reach to indefinite location 
2• 14.9 21.5 22.5 19.2 12.9 18.8 '-2s·-'15-:S 22~9- "23.9 20.4 13.7 20.2 to get hand in position for 
28 16.7 24.4 25.3 21.7 14.5 21.7 body balance or next motion 
30 17.5 25.8 26.7 22.9 15.3 23.2 or out of way. 
TABLE 11-MOVE-M 
Leveled Time TMU Multiply• 
Distance Hand Ing Factor 
Moved In CASE AND DESCRIPTION 
Inches Motion 
A B c B Wt. Factor 
1 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 lupto 
2 3.6 4.2 4.2 2.7 51 1.00 
3 4.9 5.7 5.7 3.6 A Move object to other hand or 
4 6.1 6.9 7.3 4.3 10# 1.03 
5 7.3 8.0 8.7 5.0 against stop. 
6 8.1 8.9 9.7 5.7 15# 1.05 
7 8.9 9.7 10.8 6.5 
8 9.7 10.6 11.8 tT 20# 1.08 
9 10.5 11.5 12.7 7.9 
10 11.3 12.2 13.5 8.6 25# 1.11 B Move object to approximate 
12 12.9 13.4 15.2 10.0 or indefinite location. 
14 14.4 14.6 16.9 11.4 30# 1.14 
16 16.0 15.8 18.7 12.8 
-1s- '17~6 '17.0 20.4 14.2 35# 1.16 
20 19.2 18.2 22.1 15.6 
22 20.8 19.4 23.8 17.0 40# ' 1.19 
24 22.4 20.6 25.5 18.4 C Move object to exact loca-
26 24.0 21.8 27.3 19.8 45# 1.22 tion. 
28 25.5 23.1 29.0 21.2 
30 27.1 24.3 30.7 22.7 601 1.25 
TABLE Ill-TURN AND APPLY PRESSURE-T AND AP 
Weight 
Leveled Time TMU for Degrees Turned 
30° 45° 60° 75° goo 105° 120° 135° 150° 165° 180° 
Small- Oto 2Pounds 2.8 3.5 4.1 4.8 5.4 6.1 6.8 7.4 8.1 8.7 9.4 
Medlum-2.1to10 Pounds 4.4 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.6 10.6 11.6 12.7 13.7 14.8 
Large- 10.1 to 35 Pounds 8.4 10.5 12.3 14.4 16.2 18.3 20.4 22.2 24.3 26.1 28.2 




Case Time DESCRIPTION 
TMU 
1A 1.7 Pick Up Grasp-Small, medium or large object by itself, easily grasped. 
1B 3.5 Very small object or object lying close against a flat surface. 
1C1 7.3 Interference with grasp on bottom and one side of nearly cylindrical 
object. Diameter larger than )1". 
1C2 8.7 Interference with grasp on bottom and one side of nearly cylindrical 
object. Diameter ~ .. to )1". -
1C3 10.8 Interference with grasp on bottom and one side of nearly cylindrical 
object. Diameter less than )4". 
2 5.6 Reg rasp. 
3 5.6 Transfer Grasp. 
4A 7 • .3 Object jumbled with other objects so search and select occur. 
than 1" x 1" x 1 ". 
Larger 
4B 9.1 OlljetJJ~:;irJ.e~ t~t~ ~~~er objects so search and select occur. U"xU" 
4C 12.9 O~~~c~ jJ4''!1~1e~,,w~t~o;.her objects so search and select occur. Smaller 
5 0 Contact, sliding or hook arasp. 
TABLE V-POSITION*-P 
HANDLING CLASS OF' FIT SYMMETRY s SS NS 
Easy 1-Loose No pressure reouired. 5.6 9.1 10.4 
To. 2-Close Light pressure required. 16.2 19.7 21.0 
Handle 3-Exact. Heavy pressure required. 43.0 46.5 47.8 
Difficult 1-Loose No pressure reauired. 11.2 14.7 16.0 
To 2-Close Light pressure reauired. 21.8 25.3 26.6 
Handle 3-Exact Heavy pressure required. 48.6 52.1 53.4 
*Distance moved to engage-1" or less. 
TABLE Vl-RELEASE-RL TABLE Vll-DISENGAGE-D 
Leveled 
Case Time DESCRIPTION 
TMU 
Easy to Difficult 
Handle to CLASS OF' FIT Handle 
1 1.7 Normal release per-
formed by opening 
fingers as independent 
motion. 
4.0 5.7 1-Loose-Very slight 
effort, blends with 
subsequent move. 
7.5 11.8 2-Close-Normal 
effort. sliqlit recoil. 
2 0 Contact Release. 
22.9 34.7 3-Tlght. - Consider-
able effort, hand re-
coils markedly. 
TABLE VIII-EYE TRAVEL TIME AND EYE FOCUS-ET AND EF 
Eye Travel Tlme==15.2 x !. TMU. 
0 
where T =the distance between points from and to which the eye travels. 
0 =the perpendicular distance from the eye to the line of travel T, with a 
maximum value of 20 TMU. 
Eye Focus Time -7.3 TMU. 
TABLE IX-BODY, LEG, AND FOOT MOTIONS 
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL DISTANCE LEVELED TIME TMU 
Foot Motion-Hinged at Ankle. FM Up to 4' 8.5 With heavy pressure. FMP 19.1 
Leg or Foreleg Motion. LM Up to 6" 7.1 Each add'I. inch 1.2 
Sidestep-Case 1-Complete when lead- SS-Cl Less than 12" Use REACH or 
ing leg contacts MOVE Time 
floor. 12" 17.0 
Each add'I. inch .6 
Case 2-Lagging leg must SS-C2 12" 34.1 
contact floor before Each add'I. inch 1.1 
next motion can be 
made. 
Bend, Stoop, or Kneel on One Knee. B,S,KOK 29.0 
Arise. AB,AS,AKOK 31.9 
Kneel on Floor-Both Knees. KBK 69.4 
Arise. AKBK 76.7 
Sit. SIT 34.7 
Stand from Sitting Position. STD 43.4 
Turn Body 45 to 90 degrees-
Case 1-Complete when leading leg TBC1 18.6 
contacts floor. 
Case 2-Lagging leg must contact floor TBC2 37.2 
before next motion can be 
made. 
Walk. W-FT. Per Foot 5.3 
Walk. W-P Per Pace 15.0 
TABLE X-SIMULTANEOUS MOTIONS 
REACH MOVE GRASP POSITION DISENGAGE 
G1A P1NS 
A,E B C,D A 1 Bm B c G2 GIB G4 PIS PISS P2SS D1E D2 CASE MOTION 
GS G1C PZS P2NS DID .. .. .. .. 
w 0 w 0 w 0 WO WO w 0 E D E D E D E D 
E E E E £ E E E p p E E E E E £ £ E p p p E £ E A, E 
E £ p £ E E p P D E £ p P D p p P D D D £ E p B REACH 
£ p p D P D D D E p D D D D D D D D D p D D C,D 
£ E E E E E E E E E E £ E E p p p E E E A,Bm 
E E E E £ E p p D p p P D D D E £ p B MOVE 
E=EASY to P D E p D D D D D D D D D p D D c perform 
simultaneously. E £ E E E £ £ E D D D £ D D GIA,G2, GS 
f" =Can be performed 
D D p D D D D D simultaneously with D D D D D GIB,G1C GRASP 
PRACTICE. D D D D D D D D D D D G4 D =DIF'F'ICULT to perform 
simultaneously even after long P D D D D D D D D P15 
practice. Allow both times. 
D D D D D D D P1SS, PZS POSITION MOTIONS NOT INCLUDED IN 
ABOVE TABLE D D D D D P1 NS, P2SS, PZNS 
TURN-Normally EASY with all motions except E £ E D1E,DtD 
when TURN is controlled or with DISENGAGE. DISENGAGE 
APPLY PRESSURE-May be EASY, PRACTICE, or £ £ D2 
DIFFICULT. Each case must be analyzed. 
POSITION-Class 3-Always DIFFICULT. •W=Wllhlathe 1malnam1fyfsf1L 
DISENGAGE-Class 3-Normally DIFFiCUL T. O=Datslde the am al 11rm1f yfsl11. 
RELEASE-Always EASY. **E=WT ID hndle. 
DISENGAGE-Any class may be DIFFICULT if care 




Element M. T.M. 
de script ion Time 
lvbtion T.M.U. 
Reach: to-- pile. of. .. Rec - 11 .• 5 .... 
pins 
Select and grasp • 
one pin GJ,J3 9.1 
Move pin to board I MBC 11.8 
t Align pin and i P2SE 16.2 insert 
Release pin r RL1 1. 7 ,. 
r Total l 50.3 l 
Table 8 
Insert Pin in board 
lllustmtion of analysis by each system 
W.F. Holmes 
Time 
Motion WFTU Motion 
Time 
min. 
· ABD .. 54 .. F.oreorm.. angular. 8~' _ • •. 0036 ... 
" " 1" .0027 
Complex Grasp, Finger hinge 1 " .0017 
2" long x *" diu., 36 2 Finger hinges 1" .0034 
single, visible 
A8SD 70 Forearm angular H" .0036 
" t1 1" .0027 
Open target; 'l:"dia. 2 Forearm ang.press .. 0046 
0.95 plug/target 72 1 Hond hinge 1" .0022 
ratio 2 Hand hinge press .004!) 
-&FI 8 !Finger hinge 1" .0017 




~·- ..... ' . ' ~ ">:'. • 
Get 
Condition B .011 
Group 2F 
Place 
Condition c .019 
Grasp 2F l 
~ 
I 
.• 030 .. 
- 76 -
Table 26 
Individual finger times 
'· mM~ and M·~Jun Motion 
j 
Digit T 1 2 3 ' l+ 1 
Normal time, 2.06 2.06 2.48 1.90 1.65 
TlVIU I • 
2.06 2.06 2.06 ~ 1.42 2.36 
2.06 1.9 1.90 2.36 . 2.36 
1.9 1.9 1.83 1.90 2.29 
2.36 1.9 2.29 f 1.90 2.29 
1. 9 1.42 2.29 1 .03 2.29 
1.9 ' 1.9 2.29 2.29 2.29 ' 
1.29 1.9 1. 83 1.83 1.83 
2.75 1.42 2.29 1.83 1.83 
2.29 1.83 1.83 
I 
1.83 2.29 2.29 • 
i 




1.83 1.83 • 
t t Total, ZX 32.93 31.11 19.26 24.13 19.19 
~ 
Readings 16 16 9 12 9 
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.LU"JJ?ENDIX I 
!:[TM METHODS ANALYSIS CHtffiT 
Operation: Assemble bolt end washers - two-hnnded mathod. Ref. No.PB1 
Analyst: P. Butcher Dote: 16.10.50 Sheet No.1 of 1 Sheets 
Description - Left hand l L.H. TMU R.H. f Descripti8n - Right hnnd 
~ 
To rubber wnsher, left mR9C 9.3 mR90 To rubber washer) right. 
.Washer 
Slide along bench 
Into hole 
. Fingers off 
0 G5 Wosher 
M11C 14.3 M11 . ..J Washer to assy. point 
PISE 5.6 f PISE Into hole 
RL2 0 RL2 Fingers off 
To steel washers, left R12C 14.2 R120 To steel woshers,right. 
Slide along bench 
Fingers off 
To look washer, left 
Lock washer 
Slide along bench 
To bolts, centre 
I 
I Pick up one bolt 
I 
~ To assy. point 
Grasp by head 
To look washer 
To steel washer and 
G5 0 G5 Steel wosher 
M1CC 13.5 JM10C To ossy. point 
::a 1:.61::0 Fingers 8ff To look washer, right. 
GS O G5 Washer, lock 
M100 13.5 M1 CC -To assy •. point 
~80 11.5 R80 To bolts, centre 
9.1 G4B Pick up one bolt 
G413 9.1 
M·" 80...,.) 11~8 (M: To ossy. point 
/6,r} -.. ?1"~ Grasp by h~ad 
PISE 5.6 PISE To lock washer 
M10 1. 7 M1 C To steel washer ord I 16.2 P2SE through steal and rub bar 
~throu~h steel and rubber.P2SE .16.2 , 
- 93 -
' 
De sorip tion - Lef't bond L.H. TMU' ·n.H •. . Description - RiP:ht hand 
1Grasp head 9f bolt G2 5.6 G2 Grosp bend of bolt 
Out of hole D1E 4.0 D1E Out of hole 
~m' 
l 
Drop into left ohute 4.3 (~ Drop int :J right chute : while reaching for next ,.m;1) Z=i while reaching f crr next 'V1asher - washer 
Total t:ime, min s. 179.1 • ! 
1 Time unit = .0006 mins. 
Ref' .No.PB3 
Operotion: Assemble bolt ondwashers - two-handed method. 
Analyst: J?. Butcher Date:· 30.10.50 sheet No.1 of 1 Sheet 
Condi- Base Distnnce S:imo Total 
Elements of the ooerntion ti on Class time over 8" f octor mins. 
~ ·,' 
Drop completed easeni>lies 
down chute B 3F 'e0o6 - 1.lt!) 0.0004 
' Get rubber washers A 2F 
' - .006 2" 1.30 0.0000 
_Plaoe rubber washers B 2F .011 4" 1.40 0.0176 
Get steel Y.iashers A 2F .006 ~It .,; 1.30 0.0093 
' Plnoe steel washers .A 2F i.006 3" 1.40 0.0101 ' ,, 
Get look washers A 2F .006 2" 1.30 0.0088 • 
Plaoe look washers B 2F .011 1" 1.40 0.0160 
Get bolts B 2F ~ .011 ~ 1 " 1.30 0.0148 ' . 
Plooe bolts in washers D 3F 
.-
.019 1 ft 1 •. 40 0.0271 
Total time, mins. 0.1209 
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WORK FACTOR METHODS JJfiJJYSIS 
Operation: Assemble bolt and washers - two-handed method. Ref. No.PB2 
Analyst: P. Butcher Dnte: 24.10.50 Sheet No.1 of 1 Sheet 
i Motion Elem. j Motion t : 
~Elemental deso. - Left amlysis time ,nnnlysis!Elemental deso. - Rir~ht 
To rubber wnshera ./l.10S 61 ! .A10S I ro rubber washers 
Slide along bench 
As for R.H. 
To steel washers 
To assy. l?oint 
As for R.H. 
For look washer 
Slide along bench 
L.s for R.H. 
To bolts in centre 
Pick up bolts 
Bolts to look washers 
Bolts to washer, as for 
right hand 
Bolts to washers, as ·> 
for right hand ( 
Fingers to bolt head 
Out of assembly point 
To left chute and drop 1 
.A12SD 85 A12SD 1 washer to hole 
J? 20 I p Target • 75" dio. ,ratio 











( 10~:.0 additive) 
A11DS To steel washers 
A11D To ossy. p~int 
Target .75 11 dia. ,cantaot 
rat'io .35(approx. )simo . 
at 1. 7/8" 
A10DS For look w~shor 
A10D To assy. po~nt 
p Target • 75", contact 
rat.io .25(approx. )simo 
at 1. 7/8 11 
A9D To bolts in centre 
G Visunl-simo; 3/8" dia., 
1" ,long 
A9DS Bolts to lock washers 
p Target .375" ,ratio o. 8'! 
simo at 1. 7/8" ( 10%) 












Target .375" ,ratio over 
• 9 35" ;blind for .• 25", 
simo at 1. 7/8" 
Fingers to bolt hend 
Out of ass~nibly point 
To right chute and drop, 
Totnl time, W.F.T.U. 910 J . 
·----------------------~1-----·~---r-.--~~~-------. Time unit ;::; .0001 mins, 
Operation: 
Analyst: 
HOLMES METHCDS .t\NL\LYSIS 
Asserrible bolt arrl washers - tw~hnnded method 
?. Butcher Date: 30.10.50 . 
Ref. No.mi... 
Sheet 1 of 2 
Member 'fype of' Dis- No.,of' Time j No. of! Dis- ~ 'JM?e of lMember 
mins. mvmts tance 1 ~otionl~oved Left hand activity moved motion tance mvmts Right hand aoti vi ty 
To rubber washers For· .Ang 10 1 .0038 1 10 .lUlg For To zubber washers 
.0027 1 1 .Ang For To washer selected 
l To washer selected For· Ang 1 1 .0027 
' 3/4 f Press CX)Dtect - 25% less Fin Hin 1 3/4 .0013 1 Hin Fin Press contact - 25% less 
Washer to assy. For lmg 13 1 .0042 1 13 .lmg For Washer to assy. 
( For Ang J?r. 2 .0046 2 Pr. Ang For ~ Set v.nsher in hole Set v.nsher in hole ( For 1-Jlg 1 1 .0027 1 1 lillg For 
( For· Hin 1 1 .0017 1 1 /l.tlg For 
~ 
To steel w a she rs For .L\ng 12 1 •• ooq.1 1 12 lmg For To steel washers 
( .0027 1 1 Jmg For ~Get and contact washer G-et and cont act washer 
? 
For .Ang 1 1 .0027 
3/4 Fin Hin • 1 3/4 .0013 1 Hin Fin 
Washer to assy. For .Ang 12 1 .• 0041 1 12 lmg For Washer to assy. 
t 
To hole For .Ang 1 1 .0023 1 1 lmg For To hole 
~Down Fin Hin 1 1 .0017 1 1 Hin I Fin Down 
i 
·To lock washers For .P.JJg 11 1 • 004L 11 1 .Arw 
i For To lack washers u f 
( .0027 1 1 .Ang f For !~Get ~Get and contact washer ~ For .Ang 1 1 .0027 t I Fin and contact washer I ! Fin 
' 
Hin ! 1 1 .0013 1 t 1 Hin :) 




HOLMES METHODS .AN.ALYSIS(contd.) 
. 
Member l fyP3 of' ! Dis- No.of Time No.of Dis- ~ cf Member· 
Left hand aotivitv moved mo ti on' tance mvmts mins mvmts tance moticm moved Right hand activity 
Washer to assy. For Ang 1 
I 1 .0040 11 1 I Jmg For Washer to assy. 
~ 
'" ~· ·- ._. 
1 )Set lock washer near Set lock washer near For .Ang 1 .0027 1 1 .Lllng For 
centre of hole 'Fin Hin 1 1 .0017 1 1 Hin Fin )centre of hole · 
F:in Hin Pr. 2 .0030 2 Pr. Hin Fin ) 
To bolts, front Arm Ang 9 1 .0049 1 9 .Ang .Arm To bolts, front 
.0021 1 2 Hin Fin Finger to bolt 
I 
.0021 1 2 Hin Fin Grasp bolt 
Finger to bolt Fin Hin 2 1 .0021 
Grasp bolt Fin H:iIJ 2 1 ~0021 
Bolt to nssy. Arm .Ang 9 1 • 0045 1 9 .lrng Arm Bolt to assy • 
Set bolt to lock washer( For Ang Pr. 3 .oo69 3 Pr. Ang For )Set bolt to lock washer 
and other washers ( For Ang 1 2 .• 0054 2 .1 lmg For )and to other washers 
13ol t through washers ( !fun Hin Pr. 1 .0020 1 Pr. Hin lbn )Bolt through washers 
and down ( &'lll Hin 2 1 .0022 1 2 Hin Han )and down 
Fingers to bolt head F:in Hin 3 1 .0(61 3 1 Hin Fin Fingers to bolt head 
Out of hole For lmg 3 1 .003c 1 3 .Ang For Out of hole 
Over to chute, left For Ju:w;: 3 1 .003c 1 3 i"JJg For Over to chute, right 
Tot al time, mins. .1109 
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AP?ENDIX II 
DWJ.:AlL OF FlLMS iillllliYSED 
1. T~wing 
Film No. M.31. Camera located 2 ft. directly obov~ centre of 
typewriter keyboard. 
a) Orerntic>n: 




Typo sentence "The sly brown fox ,iumped quickly 
over the lozy dog." 
Standard Ruyal No. KMM12-2D34006. 
Womon; four yearc' typing experience; self-taught. 
Skill E-1, Effort 0-2. Total factor - 3% 
Film No. M.32. Camero located 2 ft. directly ob:;ve centre of 
typewriter keyboard. 
9) Operation: Type sentence "The sly brown fox jumped quickly 
over the lazy sleeping dog." 
b) Equipment: Standard Royal No. KMM12-2834086. 
o) Operate~: Yforwnn; four years' typing experience; college 
d) Rotinr;: 
3. ~~ 
:Ln structi on. 
Skill D, Effort c. Total fRctor + 13% 
Film No. M.35. Camera located 2 ft. directly above ~ntre of 
typewriter keybQard. 
o) Operation: Type sentence "The sly brown fox ,iumped quickly 
over the lnzy sleeping dog." 
b) Equipment: Standard Royal No. KMM12-2B34086 
c) Oj?erator: Womnn; three months' commercial typing; one and o 
half year's practice ot High School. 
a) R?ttngi Slc~l~ c-1, Effort c, Total factor + 9.5% 
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4. Wrap porcelain with wire 
Film lfo. M,36. Ctmeta loonterl 2 1611 directly in front of standing 
operator, ot waist height. 
a) Operation: Wrap porcelain rod, at" long x 5/0" din., with No.25A 
gauge resistance wire. 
b) Egui1'r.1ent: Wire spool mounting. 
o) Operotor: Woman; eight yenrst experience on simibr work; 
ri@lt hondea. 
a) Rating: Skill D, Effort E. Totnl foctor - 6% 
5. Wrop porcelain with wire 
Film Mo. M.37. Camera loonted 3 ft. in front of and ot 45° to the 
standing operator,, at wnist height, 
a) Operatio ... n Wrap porcelain r:Jd, ~" long x 5/81• din., with No.25A 
gauge resiatanoe wire, 
b) !quipment: Wire spool mounting. 
o) Operator: Woman; two years' experience at work; right handed. 
d) RAtine:: Skil:':. 0-2, Effort C-1. Totol factor + a;fo, 
6. Assemble connectors for spot welding 
Film No. M.39. Camera located 1 ft. from fi:x:turc, 1 '9" from pile 
of nuts, at same level and turned to follow hand. Film out during 
mnohine controlled element of cycle. 
n) Qpera·l;ion: Assemble f~ur 3/16" nuts into fixture by sliding eooh 
one along the top bor nnd into the nppropriote section. 
b) Equipment: Fixture in spot welder: 4.1/8" x 2.5/8 11 x 2". 
o) Operotor: 
d) Rotinrp 
Slide bnr 3" x i" x i" 
lfJtln: ·fourteen years ·in industry, similor woTI.t. 
Skill C, Effort C. Totol fnotor + 8% 
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7. Assemble heater elements 
Film No. M.40. Co.mere looa ted 2' 611 diredtly in front of seated 
operator, at horrl working level. 
a) Operation: Sorew a 4.1 /8" long terminal in to each aid of the 
6" long heater element, 3/16" die., for o distance 
of -i". 
b) Equipment : None 
o) Operator: 
a) Roting: 
Woman; eight years light asserrbly. 
Skill C,_Effort C-1. Total factor+ 9.5% 
8. Assemble heater elements 
Film No. M.41. Camera located 2 16" directly in front of seated 
operator, ot hand working level. 
a) Qperation: Sorew n 4.1/8" long terminal into enoh end of the 
6" long heater element, 3/16" dio., for a distance of ~"• 
b) EguiEment: None 
c) Oeerator: Woman; five years light assembly. 
a) &tin~: Skil~ C-2, Effort C-2, Totnl factor + 5%. 
9. Lubricate valve cones 
Film No. M.45. Camera. located 3 ft. to the right of and 45° behind . 
the se~ted operator, at hand worlcing level. 
a) Operation: Apply grease to valve cones, 1" long, tapering from 
i" din. to 5/8" dio., stem length 1~", 
b) Equipment: Brush, 5"long with bristle hend 1" long x ~" x 1/8". 
Grense. 
o) Qperotor: Womon; fifteen yeors light assembly. 
a) Ratine: Skill D, Effort E-1. Total factor - 4%. 
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10. Insert steel pins 
Film No. M.48. Camera looater1 3 16.i in front of stanc1ing operator, 
at waist length •. 
a) Operation: 
b) Equipment: 
o) Opernt or: 
d) Roting: 
From handful of t" x 1/811 dill. pins in left hand, get 
one to finger ti.pa, rub on lubrionnt pod, fix into 
driver in right hand anc1 push into assembly. 
Hollow driver, 1.1/811 shank, 3/16" dia. with 
rounded wooden handle. 
Mnn; three yenrs light assembly. 
(On left hllna) Skill C-1, Effort D. Totol factor+ 6% 
11. Operate oomptometer 
Film No. M,49. Camera loonted 3 ft. in front of and 45° to the left 
of the seated operator, and 2 ft. obove :the level of the keyboard. 
a) Operation: Tabulating nooounts figures. 
b) E9auiEment: Felt & Tarrant Elec. comptometer, K359755· 
o) Operator: Woman; two yenrs' experience ; six months' training. 
a) Rating: Ski 11 D, Effort E-1. Totol foctor - 4fo. 
12. Operate adding machine 
Film No. M.51. Camera located 2 16" to right &ide of seated operator, 
a.nd 611 obove the level of the keyboard. 
a) Operation: Add columns of figures. 
b) Equipment: Remington Rnnd Model 93. 
o) Operator: Wo.mDn; twelve yenrs' experience. 
d) Roting: Sld.11 C-1, Effort C-1. Totnl factor+ 11%. 










l~:'~'ENDIX ltt I 
RESULTS OF F 1LM ANALYSIS, ME.AN V .AWE :;.-iER STUD~ 
Table 25 
Results from R-Jun 
Mean T.MU 
l 
%" l 1" 11" ' 21" itt t -&tt 1*" 1~" 2" 24-" "71 2 "LI. > 2 
3.10 3.30 3.72 4.14 
1. 9 2.25 ~ 
1. 71 2.29 2.82 2.75 3.36 3.49 4.13 3.02 4i35 
2.77 3.16 2.76 ~ 





t . ' 
i1o22i1e61 j1.97
1
2o25 2.68 3,1~ 3.30 3.90 3.81 4.27 4.18 
Table 26. 
Result a from R-A 
Mean TMU 
Stuily 1 /8" in ~II 1 " 1+" 1t11 1S.n 2" 21 " 2t" ~" 4" No. 2 4 .... ,. 4 4 . 
31 3.jO 
36 1.96 3.2 
37 1.54 1.87 1.01 3.16 
~ 
40 ·2.02 2.39 2.30 3.68 
41 1.32 1.91 2.20 3.17 3.23 
li-8 2.7 3.1 2.83 3.5 .1+.o 4.4 4.0 4.4 
49 6.42 6.03 
51 2.0 
Mean 




Results from R-B and R-Acd 
Me!ln TMU 
Study 1-2.n 2+11 2t" 22" 3"· 3in 3~" No. 4 '-I- . 4 2 . .<'.!. 
36 3.13 4.31 5.23 5.36 6.11 7.05 7.0 
37 3.62· 
41 4.29 5.5 
Me on f 7.05h.o , TMU 3.60 4. 91 ·5.23:5.36 6.11 
Table 28 
Results from R-E 
1 Mean TMU . 
Study 1/811 in .2. II 1" 11 It 1t" 1.S.11 2" 2.1.n 21" 2.s.11 Noo 2 4 4 4 4 2 4 
. 
t 32 2.60 • : 
35 1.8}t 
36 1.76 1.56 2.34 3.13 
' 
37. 2.26 2.03 2.94 4.97 4.68. s •. 4? 5:.43. ; 
~ 
; 
39 1.36 ·2.26 4.97 
' ~ 
4D 1.83 2.58 2.30 3.45. 3.83 ~ s. • .so 
48 2.22 2.32 2.67 2.70 3.10 4.40 4.0 
t 49 1 .61 
·, 
51 1.9 3.7 
Mean 
2.s1b.33 4.17 4.68 TMlJ .1. 9 i 1. 76 2.09 2.29 4.34 5.4}.5.47 











Me an .'.1.'.MU 
3tr 1 It 1iu 1t" 1~" 2t" 4 4 
4.73 
2.25 2.76 
1.76 2.2c 2.64 
2.2 2.70 2.90 3.75 4.2 :5 .3 
2.07t 2.55 2.77 3. 75 4.2 5.01 
Table 30 
Results from M-.Am end mM..A 
Mean TMU 







2t11 3" 3t" 
.. 
5.27 5.5 6.4 
~ 
5.95 
5.27 5. 72 6.4 
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Table 31 
Results from R-Em and mR-E 
Mean TMIJ 
Stud)· 
*" ~" 1-±" 1-!' 1%" No. 1 " 
31 1.65 
32 2.13 2.36 I 
35 2.29 2.75 2.60 2.29 
36 2.76 2.37 2.7E 2.37 
Meo.n 1 
TMU 1 .65 2.21 2.62 2.48 2.52. 2.37 . 
Table 32 
Results from M..A 
Mean TMU 
Study 1/8" 3/8" ~" ~It 1" 1in 11 It 2" 2~" 
. 1 
No. 4 4 2 4 ·. 32" ... . 
35 1.83 .. 
39 4.97 5.87 






in i" 1" fitt 1t" 1~" 2" 2i" 2t" ~II 3" 3iu 3i" 2 4 4 4 4 .t'i-
2.26 2.0 3.62 4.52 4.08 6.35 5.87 5.87 5.87 8.60 7.01 6.8 7.6 
l 
1.60 2.4 2.8 2.8 4.52 5.2 6.80 7.25 7.25 7.25 6.4 
2.s 3.2 3.6 5.42 4.8 4.97 .6.15 7.01 
3.6 4.4 4.8 4.o 604 6.o 








STATISTIC/~ .ANJlLYSIS OF RE;..~CH, CASE A 
Table 3Mi) 
Logo.rithmio values of sinp;le points 
x y i- y2 
Loe10 
,,(Distance x 10) 
Log1R 
(TMU1 
.699 .188 .489 .035 
.699 .305 .489 .093 ~ 
.699 .121 .489 .015 
.875 .292 .766 I .085 
~ 
0875 .272 .766 .074 
.875 .378 ~ .766 .143 
.875 • .281 .766 .079 
• 875 .431 .766 .186 
1.000 .519 1.000 .269 
1.000 .258 f 1.000 .067 
~ 
1.000 .362 1.000 .131 




1.097 .500 1.203 .250 
1.097 .501 1.203 .251 
1.097 .452 1.203 .204 
1.176 .509 10383 .259 




























Logarithmio values of single points 
x y 
Log10 
(distance x 1 O) Log1J~ (~ru 
1.243 .505 
• 






1.574 ) .sos 
1.602 ~ • 780 
l 
28.129 11.897 
zx = 28.129 











21.973 6.1 z~ 
zy = 11.897 
if' = 6.175 
. !XY = 13.863 
Number of readings, n = 26 
Coefficients and errors 
x 
y 
= Average value of X = 
= tt " ft y = 
28.129 .. 1.082 
26 

















.( Z Jt ~ nx2) -. 0.0613 
n - 1 
V arionoe of Y: 
Covarionoe of XY: 
1 s2 = y - .( Z y2 - ni.2) ~ 0.0288 1 n ... 1 




CoITelotion coefficient: r = = 0.931 tJ:X: Sy 
l!L:'-1. s 2 ' 2 ) Stondord error of estimate: sE = '\/n _ 2 y (1 - r' = 0.063 
3a limits on regression ±.3· 8E = .± 0.19 
line of Y on X 
Standard deviation of 
correlation coefficient 
2 0 r = 1 - r == 0.027 
r,J n - 1 
Logarithmic line equation 
"\ 
Y =A + BX where Y = Log10 (TMU) 
X = Log
10 
(Distnno~ :x: 10) 
~ Cov XI. 
Regression coefficient of Y on X: B = - 8 2 · x 
" :. B = o.64 
Solving the eqll.Eltion for A, by substituting known values of X ancl Y 
for X end Y 
A= - 0.232 
:. Logarithmic line equation Y = O.b4X - 0.232 (1) 
§hs>rt mot ion line equation 
Let T = Time for the ni0tion, TMU 
D = Distance travelled during the time T, in inches 
Substituting ·values. for T and Din equation (1) 
Log
10 
T ·= 0.64 Log10 1GD - 0.232 
::. T = o • .ss6 :x: 1o•64 :x: n• 64 
· T = 2.56 n°·64 
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90% Confidence limits of regression coefficient B 
r4 
Regression coefficient B of population, in tenns of B, coefficient 
for the sample, is given by the expression 
.'\ 8E· toe 
B = B ± 
~ B = 0.64 ± 0.087 
wher~ 't: = 90/b confidence coefficient 
for the unknown population 
- 1.71 when n = 26 
